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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Global Tomography

Seismic tomography (from the Greek, tómos, slide, and gráphó, to write)
is a branch of seismology which developed following principles of medical
tomography. This latter technique was initiated in the 1930s by the ra-
diologist Alessandro Vallebona and involves representing the human body
through a series of 2-D sections. In the context of Earth science, seismic
tomography is a powerful tool with which to investigate the properties of
the Earth’s interior (e.g., compressional and shear wave velocities, den-
sity, bulk sound speed, attenuation,...) using the information recorded by
seismograms.

Although our interest in the Earth’s interior structure started at the
beginning of the last century, it was only in the late 1970 that digital
seismic data, together with computer power, became large enough to con-
struct reliable global 3-D tomographic models. The first images of the
Earth’s 3-D velocity structure were obtained using long-period body wave
data in the lower mantle (Dziewonski et al., 1977; Dziewonski, 1984; Comer
& Clayton, 1984) and long-period waveforms in the upper mantle (Wood-
house & Dziewonski, 1984). Since then a large number of studies has been
done using different datasets and observations from seismograms: P-wave
travel-times (Morelli et al., 1986; Morelli & Dziewonski, 1987; Doornbos
et al., 1989; Inoue et al., 1990; Fukao, 1992; Zhou, 1996; van der Hilst
et al., 1997; Bijwaard et al., 1998; Boschi & Dziewonski, 2000; Karason &
van der Hilst, 2001; Zhao, 2001, 2004); S-phase travel-times (Woodward
& Masters, 1991a,b; Su et al., 1992; Grand, 1994; Masters et al., 1996;
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2 Chapter 1

Grand et al., 1997; Liu & Dziewonski, 1998; Widiyantoro et al., 1998; Mas-
ters et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2001; Grand, 2002); waveforms of long-period
body waves (Dziewonski & Woodhouse, 1987; Woodhouse & Dziewonski,
1989; Tanimoto, 1990; Hara et al., 1993; Li & Tanimoto, 1993; Li & Ro-
manowicz, 1995, 1996); free oscillations (Woodhouse & Dziewonski, 1986;
Ritzwoller et al., 1986; Giardini et al., 1987; Ritzwoller et al., 1988; Giar-
dini et al., 1988; Li et al., 1991a,b; Widmer et al., 1992; He & Tromp, 1996;
Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999a; Masters et al., 1999); phase and group ve-
locity of surface wave data (Tanimoto & Anderson, 1985; Nataf et al., 1986;
Roult et al., 1990; Montagner & Tanimoto, 1990, 1991; Zhang & Tanimoto,
1993; Trampert & Woodhouse, 1996; Laske & Masters, 1996; Zhang & Lay,
1996; Curtis & Woodhouse, 1997; Laske & Masters, 1998; Ekstrom et al.,
1997; Ritzwoller & Levshin, 1998; Shapiro & Ritzwoller, 2002; Trampert &
Woodhouse, 2003; Visser et al., 2008); and measurements of surface wave
amplitude anomalies (Woodhouse & Wong, 1986; Wong, 1989; Romanow-
icz, 1990; Durek et al., 1993). The employment of different datasets allows
us to image the internal structure of the Earth at different depth ranges. In
general, surface wave tomography images the crust and the upper mantle
down to the transition zone, whereas the lower mantle is well resolved by
body waves and normal-mode data. Therefore, a combination of them is
able to span the whole Earth’s interior (Su et al., 1994; Ritsema et al.,
1999; Megnin & Romanowicz, 2000; Gu et al., 2001).

Another interesting class of models is the joint inversion for shear and
compressional (or shear and bulk sound) velocities (Robertson & Wood-
house, 1996; Su & Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Vasco & Johnson,
1998; Masters et al., 2000; Ritsema & van Heijst, 2002; Antolik et al., 2003).
These tomographic models are particularly useful for investigating the be-
haviour of the ratio of shear to compressional velocity anomalies which in
turn provides important clues on thermal and chemical anomalies of the
mantle.

As said above, surface and body waves mainly constrain the crust and
upper mantle velocity structures and the lower mantle structure, respec-
tively. Free oscillations are interesting because they have a sensitivity to
the Earth’s density which is absent in body waves and very weak in surface
waves. Until the 1990s, the 3-D density models have been built by scal-
ing the shear (or compressional) wave-speed to density using an adequate
scaling factor (Anderson et al., 1984). This was explained by the assump-
tion that seismic velocities and density heterogeneities in the convection
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lower mantle are caused by lateral temperature variations. The first den-
sity anomaly model, produced independently of vp and vs perturbations,
was published by Ishii & Tromp (1999) using a new dataset of high-quality
normal-mode measurements. The most surprising feature of their model
was the anti-correlation between S-phase velocity and density variations in
the deep mantle. This contradicted the thermal paradigm widely accepted
for the lower mantle and implied a less dominant role of the tempera-
ture perturbations and, thus, an increasing role for chemical anomalies. In
the following years other tomographic models for density variations were
presented (Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999b; Romanowicz, 2001; Kuo & Ro-
manowicz, 2002) but they were different from that of Ishii & Tromp (1999)
and different from each other. The reason of this was that constraints
on density are still relatively weak using free oscillation data, compared
to constraints on compressional and especially shear speeds and, thus, the
estimated models were not sufficiently robust using standard inversion tech-
niques.

With improving computational techniques it later became possible to
determine independent P-, S-wave velocities and density anomaly images
without any scaling relationship (Resovsky & Trampert, 2003). Models
from probabilistic tomography could be used to explain the origin of lat-
eral seismic speeds perturbations. Indeed, vp and vs heterogeneities alone
are not sufficient to constrain chemical, temperature variations and phase
transformations uniquely in the lower mantle because their sensitivities to
composition as a function of depth are too similar to each other. Density
sensitivities to chemical anomalies is characterized by a different trend with
varying depth (Trampert et al., 2001; Deschamps & Trampert, 2003). For
this reason a robust density anomaly model, together with compressional
and shear (or shear and bulk sound) seismic velocities heterogeneity models,
is able to resolve the trade-off between temperature and composition and,
hence, to image thermal and chemical structure of the lower mantle. For
the upper mantle there is a general agreement that chemical perturbations
do not significantly affect the lateral variations of seismic velocities, which
are more sensitive to temperature anomalies (e.g. Deschamps et al., 2002;
Cammarano et al., 2003). Trampert & van der Hilst (2005) addressed the
connection between lateral vp, vs, ρ anomalies and thermal and chemical
effects on them. They provided an overview of progresses made in the last
years to link seismological data to mineral physics and geodynamics in the
lower mantle and, thus, to understand better the mantle’s dynamics and
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evolution.

1.1.1 Features of tomographic studies

In the previous section we have classified a huge number of tomographic
studies according to the employed datasets. There are other features which
differentiate them.

The model parameters are a continuous function of position. How-
ever, we cannot solve for continuous parameters and, therefore, we need to
parametrize the Earth onto a finite sub-space. In global tomography it is
common to consider spherical harmonics for the lateral expansion. In the
first studies, tomographic models were expanded to low degrees only due to
the limited computer power resolving only the largest-scale heterogeneities.
With increasing computational capability the resolution of models improved
to allow detection of smaller-scale structures. The parametrization with
spherical harmonics for the lateral resolution and global polynomials (e.g.,
cubic splines or Chebyshev polynomials) for the vertical resolution is very
common for mapping shear-wave velocity anomalies. They are often re-
ferred to as long wavelength models because they resolve structures of
wavelength ∼ 4000 − 6000 km. This means they are more suitable for the
deep Earth’s interior due to the deficiency of data imaging the lower mantle
with respect to those imaging the upper mantle. Hence, long wavelength
models resolve more smoothly varying structures. On the other hand, com-
pressional wave velocity variations are often parametrized with local grids
which are able to detect hundreds-km-wide structures (e.g., mantle plumes
and subducting slabs). A good and comprehensive review explaining the
weaknesses and strengths of global and local parametrization is Romanow-
icz (2003).

After datasets and parametrization, another differentiating factor in
tomographic studies is the choice of the forward theory: forward theory
estimates the data given by model parameters through the physics of wave
propagation. Until ten years ago the most common forward modelling
theory, and perhaps the only reliable one, was ray theory. According to this,
a seismic wave propagates along a ray path defined by Snell’s law. It works
if the wavelength is smaller than the length scale of the heterogeneity (Wang
& Dahlen, 1995). Therefore, ray theory is a high-frequency approximation
which does not take into account phenomena depending on frequency, such
as diffraction, interference and scattering. In the last ten years forward
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theories which consider the finite-frequency effects of a wave have become
very popular. They deal with the sensitivity not only along the ray path
but also in a region around the path whose width depends on the frequency
content of the wave. Dahlen et al. (2000) illustrate the formalism of such
a theory for body waves; and Hung et al. (2000) provide examples for the
finite-frequency behaviour of different body wave phases. Finite-frequency
theory has also been applied to surface wave data (Spletzer et al., 2002;
Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2002; Ritzwoller et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2004).

As a forward theory, the finite-frequency approach works better than
ray theory because it does not exclude structures for which the wavelength
is comparable to, or longer than the heterogeneity scale. However there is
no general consensus on which one provides a better Earth model (Montelli
et al., 2004; Siemenski et al., 2004; van der Hilst & Hoop, 2005; Zhou et al.,
2005; Trampert & Spetzler, 2006).

The last, but by no means the least, factor which is important in to-
mography studies is the inverse theory used. This will be developed in the
following section.

A recent overview of the state-of-art in seismic tomography analysing
datasets, forward and inverse theory and parametrization is given by Rawl-
inson et al. (2010).

1.2 The inverse problem

As said in the previous section, the aim of seismic tomography is to recon-
struct the 3-D Earth structure. From a theoretical point of view this means
solving a (linear or non-linear) inverse problem and, thus, estimating the
3-D Earth, ~m, from a set of measurements, ~d, recorded from seismograms.
One of the most popular and easiest computational techniques for solving
the inversion is the method of the least squares: the solution is obtained
by minimizing the square of the difference between the observed and the
predicted data divided by the observed data variance (Tarantola & Valette,
1982).

Generally speaking, the solution of the inverse problem is not straight-
forward, not stable and not unique. The instability of the solution, the
ill-conditioning of the inverse problem, means that if you make a small er-
ror in the measured data it produces a big error in the model (Tikhonov,
1963). This is due to the data null space, the region of the space not
explained by any model because of data errors. Furthermore, the model
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space is continuous, but data never are. So they do not entirely resolve the
model space and the solution is said to be non-unique, or ill-posed (Backus
& Gilbert, 1970). The regions of the model space not constrained by the
observed data represent the model null space.

The ill-posed and ill-conditioned features of the solution can be slightly
controlled by imposing some regularization during the inversion. However,
there are no criteria how to choose the regularization so that a subjectivity
is introduced in the tomographic model. It is not rare to achieve different
models using the same dataset and parametrization and applying different
regularizations because the estimated solutions are located in the model
null space and, thus, are not constrained by the data (Deal et al., 1999).

It is not possible to parametrize the model parameters with a com-
plete set of basis functions where the word ”complete” stands for infinite.
The only solution is to truncate the expansion after a certain number of
elements. Such a truncation represents a further source of error in the
inversion when the choice of the finite set of basis functions is not good.
This problem was named ”spectral leakage” and addressed by Trampert &
Snieder (1996).

The least square method appears to be a limited technique since it
produces only one single, favoured model without investigating the whole
model space, including the null space. Hence, the uncertainty of the op-
timum solution is underestimated by the least squares. Moreover, it is
seriously affected by the subjective regularization which forces the solution
to be unique. A possible alternative is to perform an extensive exploration
of the model space. However when the inverse problem is non-linear and
characterized by a high number of dimensions, a systematic full space search
is computationally too expensive; and a random (or pseudo-random) explo-
ration is more efficient and successful. Such random techniques are called
Monte Carlo methods and their employment has been enormously increased
with improvement in computational power (Tarantola, 1987; Mosegaard
& Tarantola, 1995; Mosegaard & Sambridge, 2002; Shapiro & Ritzwoller,
2002). Two particular examples of Monte Carlo techniques are the Simu-
lated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Rothman, 1985, 1986) and the Ge-
netic Algorithm (Goldberg, 1989; Sambridge & Drijkoningen, 1992). They
are an adaptation of the Monte Carlo method for optimization problems.
The first one is typically used in thermodynamics, and the second in genetic
evolution.

For a more comprehensive description of the inverse theory and Monte
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Carlo methods the readers can consult Tarantola (1987); Menke (1989);
Mosegaard (1998); Sambridge & Mosegaard (2002).

Among all Monte Carlo methods, a recent technique, called Neighbour-
hood Algorithm (NA), is a direct search method for highly non-linear in-
version and it is divided into two stages (Sambridge, 1999a,b). In the first
stage the entire multi-dimensional model space is sampled and the last
generated model depends on all the previous ones through a geometrical
construction called Voronoi cells. Such Voronoi cells drive the search using
a varying sampling density: higher around the regions (or neighbourhoods)
where the models fit the data better and lower in the area where the fit
is not optimal. In this way the entire model space is well sampled (Sam-
bridge, 1999a). In the second stage the ensemble of models from the first
stage is used to re-sample the parameter space and to provide full poste-
rior probability density functions (pdfs) together with a complete analysis
of uncertainty using the Bayesian inference (Sambridge, 1999b). The NA
has been employed in the context of seismic tomography to construct long
wavelength models. Beghein et al. (2002); Beghein & Trampert (2003);
Resovsky & Trampert (2003); Trampert et al. (2004); Visser et al. (2008)
applied a direct full space search to obtain an ensemble of possible solutions
for the model space with normal-modes and surface wave data. They then
used such an ensemble to extract robust information about the pdfs and
the associated error of the model parameters.

A very recent technique for solving highly non-linear inverse problems in
tomography is the application of neural networks (Meier et al., 2007). This
provides a full statistical analysis similar to that obtained by Monte Carlo
methods. The main difference is that in the latter case the computational
cost is quite high and, thus, this limits the dimensionality of the model
space. This problem is resolved with the neural network approach.

1.3 Motivation & Outline

When we solve the inverse problem we are not able to image the true
Earth but only an estimated model of it due to the ill-posedness and ill-
conditioning of the problem. We must investigate its accuracy with which
to assess the robustness and the reliability of the estimated model. This
means evaluating on one side the error which is propagated from the data;
and on the other side the resolution, which tells us how much the estimated
model differs from the Earth. Error and resolution analyses are part of the
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appraisal problem which is much harder to solve than the inverse problem
(Trampert, 1998; Snieder & Trampert, 1999).

Over the last three decades a huge number of tomographic images has
been published (as mentioned in Section 1.1) but the quantitative assess-
ment of their accuracy and uniqueness has only just started. The use of a
full model space search is going towards this direction. The Neighbourhood
Algorithm (NA) offers a suitable tool with which to investigate the param-
eter space and to attribute a probability to each model compatible with the
observed data (Sambridge, 1999a,b). We can, thus, assess the resolution
and uncertainty analysis in Bayesian framework.

Indeed, an important advantage, and perhaps the strength of the NA,
concerns the uncertainty analysis. The damped least square method ap-
proximates the prior model uncertainty to a Gaussian distribution and,
hence, the posterior model uncertainty is also Gaussian. This means un-
derestimating the error-bar of the solution when this is located in the null
space or it has a non-Gaussian distribution. The NA considers the pdf of
the unknowns whether they are Gaussian or non-Gaussian shaped. There-
fore, their uncertainties are more realistic within the entire parameter space
(Mosegaard & Tarantola, 1995; Sambridge & Mosegaard, 2002; Shapiro &
Ritzwoller, 2002; Beghein et al., 2002).

The third advantage of the Neighbourhood Algorithm is the possibility
to invert seismic wave-speeds and density simultaneously. Indeed, the first
independent density perturbation images were not stable due to the weak
constraints of free oscillations on density. For this reason the solution esti-
mated from the damped least square method was strongly dependent on the
regularization which can conceal part of the information within the data.
Moreover the regularization is chosen by the seismologist with subjective
criteria. Resovsky & Trampert (2003) successfully re-produced all density
heterogeneity images published up to that year using damped least square
inversion of the same normal-mode data by changing only the damping
factor.

In conclusion, the NA represents a technique with which to invert sev-
eral observables simultaneously and, thus, to achieve more reliable models
for P-, S-wave velocity and density anomalies with consistent error-bars.
The representation of seismic constraints as probability density functions
ensures the robustness of the results produced from the inversion. Fur-
thermore, we can easily calculate the most likely model with corresponding
uncertainty. Additionally, we can convert the pdfs of seismic velocities and
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density variations into pdfs of temperature and chemical variations. In-
deed, only if error-bars of both seismic data and sensitivities from mineral
physics are realistic, thermo-chemical anomalies can be well constrained
and help to understand the Earth’s evolution and dynamics (Trampert &
van der Hilst, 2005).

A crucial disadvantage of Monte Carlo methods, and specifically of the
Neighbourhood Algorithm, is the curse of dimensionality since the space
grows exponentially with the number of unknowns (Curtis & Lomax, 2001).
The higher the number of dimensions, the longer the computational time.
Nowadays this technique is considered to be efficient with a moderate size
of the model space, less than 50 parameters.

The use of the Neighbourhood Algorithm in seismic tomography has
been referred to as probabilistic tomography and it has been used with sur-
face wave and normal-mode data (Beghein et al., 2002; Beghein & Tram-
pert, 2003; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al., 2004; Visser et al.,
2008). It is simple for these seismic observables to reduce the inverse pro-
blem into a small number of parameters, an important condition for an
efficient and fast sampling of the model space. Indeed, they can be rep-
resented by a function on the sphere which can be locally inverted for
depth. The construction of phase velocity and splitting function maps is a
relatively well defined inverse problem. Their depth inversion is less well
constrained, but the number of unknowns is limited and, thus, suitable to
apply this technique. To cite some examples, Beghein et al. (2002) used
free oscillation and surface wave measurements to produce a degree-2 shear
and compressional velocity anomaly models, while Resovsky & Trampert
(2003) analysed the relationship between density and seismic wave-speeds
using normal-mode data and surface waves. Trampert et al. (2004) con-
verted the vp, vs and ρ perturbation model of Resovsky & Trampert (2003)
into chemical and temperature heterogeneities. Visser et al. (2008) mapped
a degree-12 shear velocity model using fundamental mode and overtone sur-
face waves.

The work presented in this thesis is a natural continuation of the pre-
vious ones and its goal is to incorporate body wave measurements into
probabilistic tomography. The contribution of such data would increase
the depth resolution in the lower mantle.

In Chapter 2 we provide more details about our data and the Neigh-
bourhood Algorithm technique employed in the following chapters and il-
lustrate tests performed to set up the algorithm efficiently.
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In Chapter 3 we elaborate a formalism that can be used for surface
wave, normal-mode and body wave data. We shall apply an approach,
alternative to classical ray theory, to build travel-time residual maps as
a function of the ray parameter, comparable to phase velocity maps as a
function of frequency, and invert them locally for the depth. Therefore, we
will perform a two-step inversion, typically used for surface wave tomogra-
phy, to body wave data. Such an approach works well for both the forward
and the inverse problem in long wavelength structures of the Earth.

In Chapter 4 we provide a new insight into the lowermost mantle. It
is based on lateral P- and S-wave speeds variation maps as a function of ray
parameter and produced without an explicit depth inversion for dlnvp and
dlnvs. They constrain very well the structure of the D” region at various
depths and, thus, allow us to make a statistical interpretation of seismic
heterogeneities.

In Chapter 5 we present P- and S-seismic velocities and density varia-
tion maps with associated uncertainty computation from the inversion of
body wave, free oscillation and surface wave measurements using the Neigh-
bourhood Algorithm. Furthermore, we compare our images with those of
Resovsky & Trampert (2003).

Density and seismic observables anomaly models are particularly useful
if they are converted into temperature and composition variations to explain
the origin of seismic anomalies in the lower mantle. This concerns Chapter
6 where we give a quantitative interpretation of density and wave-speeds
perturbations in terms of thermo-chemical anomalies using mineral physics
data.

In Chapter 7 we give a general summary of the conclusions of each
chapter and discuss the implication of the findings to future research into
this context.

Finally, Appendix A lists the measurements used in this work.



Chapter 2

Data & Inversion technique

Summary

The goal of tomography is to reconstruct the 3-D image of the Earth’s in-
terior. Seismic models, however, are difficult to interpret if they are not
provided with a quantitative assessment of their accuracy and uniqueness.
To assess the uncertainties we use a Monte Carlo approach, and in partic-
ular the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999a,b), rather than the
more classical least square technique. In this chapter we give a complete
overview of the technique used in this thesis for solving the tomographic in-
version. After introducing the measurements and the parametrization, we
illustrate the essential features of the Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA), the
tests performed to set up the method efficiently and, finally, some example
outputs of the NA.

2.1 Data

2.1.1 Body wave travel-time measurements

We used a large dataset of body wave data from Ritsema (2008, per-
sonal communication). It includes travel-time residuals measured from the
maximum cross-correlation between the observed and predicted waveforms,
where the synthetic seismograms are calculated in PREM (Dziewonski &
Anderson, 1981). The information about source and its origin time is from
the global centroid moment tensor solution (http://www.globalcmt.org/).
Besides the usual ray path information (e.g., coordinates of the epicen-

11
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Figure 2.1.1: Histograms of body wave measurements binned by ellipticity correc-
tion for different seismic phases.

ter, coordinate, elevation and code of the station, phase,...), this dataset
provides ellipticity, crust and relocation corrections.

The dataset contains seismic waves propagating inside the mantle and
the core. However, we neglected the core phases since we are interested
in the Earth’s mantle. We extracted and used information of P-, PP-
and PPP-phases recorded on the vertical component seismogram (LHZ);
and that of S-, SS-, SSS- and ScS-ray paths on the horizontal component
(LHT) orthogonal to the radial one.

Concerning corrections, theoretic travel-time perturbations are estima-
ted for a spherical Earth without taking into account the elliptical shape of
the Earth. Correcting an observed residual for the Earth’s ellipticity means
considering the flattening of the poles (Dziewonski & Gilbert, 1976). Such
corrections have values of few seconds, as shown by Figure 2.1.1.

The second correction applied to delay times is due to the crustal struc-
ture. In general, the crust is not resolved in global tomographic models
and the crustal structure is subtracted from the observed travel-time resi-
duals. The data are corrected within the model CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al.,
2000) which is an update version of the CRUST5.1 (Mooney et al., 1998).
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Figure 2.1.2: As Figure 2.1.1, but for crustal correction.
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Figure 2.1.3: As Figure 2.1.1, but for relocation correction.
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Ritsema et al. (2009) proposed the computation of the crustal structure
using finite-frequency theory. This approach is applied to calculate crustal
corrections in the present dataset rather than ray theory which is the com-
mon approach. Body waves are less sensitive to crustal effects than surface
waves. This explains why in Figure 2.1.2 they have values of few seconds,
with the exception of PP-, PPP-, SS-, SSS-phases whose crustal corrections
are up to ±15s. Indeed, with increasing bounce-points properties of body
waves are closer to properties of surface waves and, thus, body waves are
more sensitive to crustal effects.

The last correction is due to the source mislocation. To determine the
Earth’s structure it is necessary to know the hypocenter, together with the
source origin time. There is a trade-off between structure and location
which needs to be addressed for body waves. To relocate the source there
are several possible solutions. The first is to consider corrections of the
mislocation (source’s depth and origin time) as additional parameters in
the inversion (Bijwaard & Spakman, 2000). In this way the relocation and
structure parameters are solved simultaneously and, thus, the number of
unknowns is higher. Another solution is to make the data insensitive to the
source, which means working with differential travel-time residuals. The
last solution is to estimate the relocation from fitting a smooth degree-12
velocity model (Ritsema et al., 2004). In this dataset relocation corrections
are calculated following this last approach. Figure 2.1.3 shows that such
corrections have values comparable to the delay times themselves and they
are shifted towards negative numbers; most values are between −4 and
−1s. This indicates a large part of travel-time residuals is due to relocation
corrections.

The corrections for S-, SS-, SSS-, ScS-phases have a larger range than
those of compressional waves. Indeed, the shear travel-time residuals vary
between ±20s; and the range of compressional phases is between ±10s. We
show distributions of the uncorrected (red histograms of Figure 2.1.4) and
corrected (light blue histograms of Figure 2.1.4) travel-time residuals for
different seismic phases. Corrected delay time means subtracting ellipticity,
crustal and relocation errors from non-corrected δTobs:

δTcorr = δTobs − δTellep − δTcr − δTrel. (2.1.1)

After applying these corrections, and especially that due to the mislocation,
observed residuals are shifted towards positive values; this is more evident
for P-, PP- and PPP-phases.
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Figure 2.1.4: Histograms of body wave measurements as a function of travel-time
residuals for different seismic phases. The light blue distributions indicate cor-
rected delay times where ellipticity, crustal and relocation corrections have been
subtracted from the uncorrected travel-time residuals described by red histograms.
Dark blue regions denote the overlapping between the two histograms. Compres-
sional and shear diffracted phases are included in P- and S-wave plots, respectively.
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In order to apply the path-average approach to body wave travel-time
residuals we selected ray paths with a constant ray parameter and a suf-
ficient ray density to allow us an expansion of δτ(p, θ, φ) up to degree 8
independent of damping. A constant ray parameter is only possible for
diffracted phases (Pdiff and Sdiff ). For other phases the chosen ray paths
are characterized by a narrow range of the ray parameter to ensure a good
coverage and negligible uncertainty. The range of p for P- and S-phases is
±0.5s/deg and for PP-, SS- and SSS-phases, ±2.5s/deg. We did not use
any PPP-phase ray paths because their coverage was not sufficient.

2.1.2 Normal-mode data

We used spheroidal splitting measurements with corresponding uncertainty
below 3mHz from Deuss (2009, personal communication) and the associ-
ated kernels for vp, vs and ρ sensitivity described in Resovsky & Ritzwoller
(1998). The normal-mode splitting functions of this database provide a bet-
ter data coverage than that of Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998) because they
are constructed including the most recent earthquakes, such as the Suma-
tra events of 2004. The comparison of spheroidal mode splitting function
maps from Deuss (Figure 2.1.5) and Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998) (Figure
2.1.6) for even degrees 2, 4 and 6 shows an agreement in terms of pat-
tern. However, the amplitude of two data-sets is different for some modes.
Some splitting functions from Deuss (2009) appear to have a higher am-
plitude (e.g., S04

0 , S06
2 and S05

4 ); while, others are characterized by a lower
amplitude (e.g., S10

1 and S03
5 ).

We do not use toroidal normal-mode data because they are insensitive
to compressional velocity and density structures. We excluded all data
with sensitivity in the inner core; we did therefore not take into account
the sixth and eighth overtones. We corrected the selected normal-mode
data for effects of the Earth’s crust using the model CRUST5.1.

2.1.3 Surface wave data

We used fundamental and higher mode Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps
with their associated uncertainties from Visser et al. (2008). The data
were measured using the approach of Kennett & Yoshizawa (2002). The
first step consists of a fully automated waveform inversion to obtain fun-
damental and higher mode surface wave phase velocity measurements. To
measure the phase velocities, Visser (2009) used a full model space search
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0 s 3 (+/- 1.0 microHz) 0 s 04 (+/- 2.0 microHz) 0 s 05 (+/- 2.0 microHz) 

Figure 2.1.5: Maps of some spheroidal mode splitting functions for even harmonic
degrees l = 2, 4, 6 from Deuss (2009, personal communication). The blue (red)
regions denote a positive (negative) value of the perturbation with respect to the
PREM. The maximum and minimum amplitudes of the color-bar, together with
the type of the mode, are indicated for each mode.
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5 s 6 (+/- 8.0 microHz)

4 s 01 (+/- 2.0 microHz) 4 s 05 (+/- 7.0 microHz) 5 s 03 (+/- 6.0 microHz)

2 s 06 (+/- 7.0 microHz) 2 s 10 (+/- 18.0 microHz) 2 s 11 (+/- 22.0 microHz) 

1 s 04 (+/- 3.0 microHz) 1 s 05 (+/- 5.0 microHz) 1 s 10 (+/- 12.0 microHz) 

0 s 09 (+/- 5.0 microHz) 0 s 15 (+/- 17.0 microHz) 0 s 21 (+/- 25.0 microHz) 

0 s 3 (+/- 1.0 microHz) 0 s 04 (+/- 2.0 microHz) 0 s 05 (+/- 2.0 microHz) 

Figure 2.1.6: As Figure 2.1.5, but for spheroidal mode splitting measurements
from Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998).
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Figure 2.2.1: Radial parametrization of the Earth’s interior, from the surface to
the core-mantle boundary with 10 spline functions.

approach, given by the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999a,b),
so that phase velocity data are provides with consistent uncertainty within
their parameter space. Visser et al. (2008) constructed global fundamen-
tal and higher model phase velocity maps up to degree 40 applying the
path-average approximation to the phase velocity data.

We considered the Rayleigh higher modes up to the fourth overtone.
Since the crustal effects are too strong for periods lower than 50s to be
properly corrected, we excluded high frequency fundamental modes and
the fifth and sixth overtones (Bozdag & Trampert, 2008). We applied the
crustal correction to surface wave measurements using the crustal model
CRUST5.1.

2.2 Parametrization

We followed the parametrization of the shear velocity variation model
S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999). It consists of a spherical harmonic ex-
pansion for the lateral perturbations and a spline expansion for the vertical
perturbations.

We parametrized laterally with spherical harmonics up to degree 6. The
reason of this is that we used normal-mode measurements which resolve
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only long wavelength structures of the Earth. Furthermore, we neglected
the interaction between multiplets of free oscillations which are sensitive
to odd harmonic degrees. Therefore, our spherical expansion only concerns
even degrees 2, 4 and 6.

Regarding the radial parametrization we inverted simultaneously P-, S-
wave seismic velocities, density and topographic perturbations at the core-
mantle boundary (cmb) and the 670-km discontinuity (tz). If the number
of spline functions is not carefully chosen, the dimensionality of the model
space would increase and, thus, Monte Carlo methods would quickly lose
their efficiency. The measurements used in the current work are surface
waves, normal-modes and body waves. Surface wave data are characterized
by a good resolution in the upper mantle up to the transition zone. Free
oscillations resolve the entire mantle, but only for large-scale structures.
Furthermore, the path-average approach for body waves is such that the
depth resolution is very limited at certain depths. The combination of these
three considerations forced us to expand radially the mantle’s structure in
10 splines whose spacing is large in the whole mantle (Figure 2.2.1). In this
way the number of unknowns is equal to 32 (10 for dlnvp, 10 for dlnvs, 10
for dlnρ, drcmb and drtz).

Figure 2.2.2 shows the sensitivity of the measurements used in this
study to compressional wave-speed (top left-hand plot), shear wave-speed
(top right-hand plot) and density (bottom left-hand plot) as a function of
the 10 splines. The sensitivity of body waves is indicated by black lines. It
is very strong and broad at the turning point of the ray paths and almost
zero at other depths. The entire set of body wave phases constrain well the
depth range from 670 km (Spline 4) to the core-mantle boundary (Spline
10). From the transition zone to the mid-mantle the contribution comes
from PP-, SS- and SSS-phases; whereas the sensitivity of P- and S-phases
regards the lowermost mantle. The partial derivatives of free oscillations
are represented by red lines and their sensitivity involves the entire mantle.
We notice that the constraints of free oscillations on density are very strong
at the lowermost mantle, and weaker at lower depths. Blue lines of Figure
2.2.2 describe the partial derivatives from surface wave data. They are,
clearly, suitable to image the crust and the upper mantle because their
sensitivity is concentrated in this range.

Combining body wave, surface wave and free oscillation measurements
described in Section 2.1 constrains well the whole mantle, as shown by
Figure 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.2.2: Sensitivity of body wave (black lines), surface wave (blue lines) and
normal-mode (red lines) measurements on compressional wave-speed (top left-hand
plot), shear wave-speed (top right-hand plot) and density (bottom left-hand plot).
They are projected onto spline basis and plotted as a function of the spline knots.
We scaled the partial derivatives by the corresponding maximum value of each
dataset in order to plot the constraints of three datasets on the mantle’s structure
together.
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2.3 The Neighbourhood Algorithm

In the forward problem the goal is to calculate data from a given model.
Solving the inverse problem means estimating the model from observables.

We performed the inversion using the Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA),
one of Monte Carlo methods (Sambridge, 1999a,b). It provides a more
consistent solution with realistic error-bars compared to the damped least
squares technique, one of the most common approach in the inverse theory
(e.g., Tarantola & Valette, 1982). The reasons of this choice are many.
From a probabilistic viewpoint the damped least squares assume that all
the prior information is Gaussian-shaped. Therefore, the estimated solu-
tion as well as its uncertainty have a Gaussian probability density. This
means underestimating the uncertainty of the solution when this is better
described by a non-Gaussian probability density. Furthermore, such tech-
nique appears to be inadequate to describe the whole model space, the null
space included, because it considers only one single optimum model within
the parameter space due to the regularization imposed during the inversion.
On the other hand, the NA investigates largely the entire parameter space
and samples all possible solutions compatible with the data. It attributes a
probability, which is either Gaussian or non-Gaussian distributed, to each
compatible model. Then, the algorithm turns all compatible solutions into
a probability density function from which we can estimate easily realistic
error-bars of the estimated model.

A further reason to have chosen the Neighbourhood Algorithm is the
possibility to invert density and seismic wave-speeds simultaneously and,
thus, to map vp, vs and ρ heterogeneities together. Indeed, it performs a
survey also in highly dimensional model space. The solution of damped
least square technique would be too unstable inverting more than one seis-
mic observable together. To make its solution stable it is necessary to
impose a strong damping parameter and, thus, to suppress eventually part
of the information within the data.

The Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA) is a guided Monte Carlo method
because it is a technique based on a full search of the model space. The NA
is formed of two stages, the sample and appraisal stages, described below.
The reader can refer to Sambridge (1999a,b) for a complete description of
the technique.
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2.3.1 Search stage of the Neighbourhood Algorithm

The first stage, called ”search stage”, explores the multi-dimensional space
and associates a probability to each possible random model sampling the
space. The probability of the last solution depends on probabilities of
all previous models compatible with the observed data. This is possi-
ble through a geometrical construction, called Voronoi cells, which drive
the sampling. The sampling density is high in areas (or neighbourhoods)
around the best-fitting solution; and it is lower in zones far from the best-fit
model.

Following Tarantola (1987) we define the posterior probability density
function (pdf) of the estimated model m from a set of measurements d:

P (m|d) = kρ(m)L(m|d) (2.3.1)

with ρ(m), the prior pdf of the model; k, the normalization factor; and
L(d|m), the likelihood function which is a measure of how well the model
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Figure 2.3.1: The choice of the tuning parameters (ns and nr) in the search stage
biases the survey of the parameter space and, thus, the acceptable ensemble of
generated models. The algorithm becomes more local with a low value of nr.
High ns and nr make the search more explorative; the computational time in this
case is, therefore, relatively large. The optimum ns and nr are chosen by trial and
error.
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is fitting the data, defined as:

L(m) ∝ exp{−χ2}. (2.3.2)

where χ2 is the misfit function, a crucial feature of this technique. We
chose to measure the misfit function defined as the discrepancy between
the observed and predicted data. Since we used body waves (BW), surface
waves (SW) and free oscillations (NM), this is:

χ2 =
1

N
(
∑

BW

(δτ obs
i − δτ th

i )2

(σBW
i )2

+
∑

SW

((δc/c)obs
i − (δc/c)thi )2

(σSW
i )2

+
∑

NM

(ηobs
i − ηth

i )2

(σNM
i )2

)

(2.3.3)

with N, the total number of data. The measurements are given by verti-
cal two-way body wave travel-time residual maps, δτi, surface wave phase

velocity maps, (
δc

c
)i, and normal-mode splitting functions, ηi with the as-

sociated uncertainty, σi, for the i-th observed datum.

Then, we need to tune two control parameters, ns and nr, which define
the sampling density, together with the Voronoi cells. According to their
choice the algorithm becomes more (less) explorative and less (more) local
(Figure 2.3.1). Besides, we have to choose the number of iterations, Nit.
If they are not enough the search will converge too quickly, if this number
is too big the algorithm will run for a long time loosing efficiency. The
optimum values of ns, nr and Nit provide an efficient sampling of the pa-
rameter space and reduce the computational time. A second critical point
of the first stage is the definition of boundaries for the parameter space.
If these are too narrow, the algorithm can be trapped in a local minimum
and miss the absolute minimum. If they are too large a huge search must
be performed to explore the whole space.

To estimate the predicted data the search stage evaluates the forward
problem for each generated model, the most time consuming part of the
first stage. For this reason the computational time of this stage is higher
than that of the second stage. The Neighbourhood Algorithm has been
designed to run on parallel computers and the first stage has recently been
reformulated to scale more efficiently (Rickwood & Sambridge, 2006). Un-
fortunately, we found that running the algorithm on a 128-processors cluster
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does not improve its performance. The efficiency is completely lost and the
computational time appears to be lower using only one processor. Indeed,
sampling 250100 models takes around 10 h with one processor and 33 h
using 5 nodes (20 processors) on the cluster. We have not investigated the
reason for this behaviour, but benchmarked the results against previously
published ones.

2.3.2 Appraisal stage of the Neighbourhood Algorithm

The second stage of the NA is called ”appraisal stage”. Its aim is to re-
sample the best data-fitting models from the first stage and to evaluate the
probability density function (pdf) for each parameter. Misfits of the first
stage’s ensemble are used to approximate the real pdf which is then applied
to re-sample the parameter space. The re-sampling is guided by Gibbs
samplers that generate random walks. The re-sampled models from the
second stage are numerically integrated to calculate the 1-D marginal pdf
for each unknown and the 2-D marginal probability for pairs of parameters.
In particular, the 2-D marginal probabilities are a good indicator to infer
the trade-off between two model parameters.

In this part of the NA the forward problem is not evaluated, and the
ensemble from the first stage is used. The second part of the NA is also
tuned by two control parameters: Nw, the number of steps in a random
walk; and Nc, the number of random walks. The variation of Nw and
Nc does not affect the final result as much as the variation of the tuning
parameters (ns and nr) of the first stage. We only have to ensure proper
convergence of the Monte Carlo integration. A factor which indicates how
well random walks in the re-sampling of the model space converge is the
potential reduction factor (PSR), provided in the output of the second
stage. It is assumed acceptable when PSR < 1.2 (Gelman et al., 1995).

About the computational time of the appraisal stage, the parallel ver-
sion is well designed for the 128-processors cluster that we used. The total
number of re-sampled models depends also on the number of processors
since on each node Nw ∗ Nc models are generated. Selecting Nw = 5,
Nc = 600, 48 processors and working with 250100 models from the first
stage, the computational time is ∼ 4h to re-sample 141000 models in the
second stage.
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2.4 The NA with body waves, normal-modes and
surface waves

We applied the Neighbourhood Algorithm to each spherical harmonic com-
ponent separately. Given our choice of 10 splines (Section 2.2), we have 10
radial unknowns for dlnvp, 10 for dlnvs, 10 for dlnρ and 2 for topographic
perturbation, drcmb and drtz , for a harmonic coefficient. This means work-
ing in a 32-dimensional model space.

The most critical points of using the NA concerns the choice of the
model space and the tuning parameters. There is no rule to set up them
correctly; the most suitable answer for the current inversion can be sug-
gested only by trial and error. In the next subsections we discuss the tests
performed to define the space boundary for each model parameter and the
control parameters. Subsection 2.4.3 shows the results obtained from the
appraisal stage of the algorithm in terms of Bayesian inference.

2.4.1 Testing the space boundary

The first group of tests concerns the definition of the boundary for our
32-dimensional model space. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the range of
the unknowns is one of prior constraints on the model and, thus, the final
result might be affected by the space range if it is not carefully chosen. We
set the range within a uniform distribution centered in zero so that it does
not strongly bias the solution. This means the probability to have a model
within the bounds is uniform everywhere and, thus, the prior probability
density function ρ(m) (equation (2.3.1)) is constant and the posterior pdf
can have any shape, not necessarily Gaussian.

Fixed the number of sampled models, the effect of different bounds for
the unknowns ck2,0 of the spherical harmonic (2,0) is described by Figure
2.4.1 in the search stage and Figure 2.4.2 in the appraisal stage. They
show the best misfit solution of the first stage and the maximum of the
1-d marginal pdf of the second stage as a function of splines. It is clear
that these two figures are very similar to each other. The unknowns ck2,0

of dlnvp and dlnvs converge to a stable value independently of the model
boundaries from the transition zone to the lowermost mantle. This depth
range is covered by body wave measurements. Since free oscillation and
surface wave data are less sensitive to compressional and shear wave-speed
perturbations than body waves, in the upper mantle the convergence to
the optimum model is slower. Constraints on density are weaker than con-
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Figure 2.4.1: The best data-fitting model for the spherical harmonic (2,0) as a
function of splines in the search stage. Each line represents the best solution at a
specific range of the model space generating 250100 models.

straints on seismic wave-speeds and, hence, parameters ck2,0 of dlnρ appear
to be strongly dependent on the space bounds. Figures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 ex-
plain very well the effect of highly dimensional space on the results. Black,
blue and green lines are characterized by the same bound for topographic
variations and different ranges for vp, vs and ρ perturbations. This means
that the 32-D model space globally change from one line to another and,
hence, the optimum solution of dr2,0

cmb and dr2,0
tz also varies, although their

boundaries are fixed.

Figure 2.4.3 displays the potential reduction factor (PSR) of the un-
knowns ck2,0 at the same ranges of previous figures. Considerations made
above are fully confirmed by this figure. In the upper mantle the PSR fac-
tor of compressional and shear wave-speeds variations is higher than 1.2. It
is smaller than 1.2 in the mid- and lower mantle. Parameters of dlnρ and
topographic radial variations are almost never characterized by PSR < 1.2.

From these three figures it is evident why increasing the boundary of
the unknowns is not a good choice in a highly dimensional model space.
Enlarging the range for a specific unknown contributes to center better its
best-fitting region, but move another parameter towards the edge. More-
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Figure 2.4.2: The most likely model of the spherical harmonic (2,0) as a function
of splines in the appraisal stage. The acceptable ensemble from the search stage is
re-sampled in the second stage for a constant number of re-sampled models equal
to 141000.
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Figure 2.4.3: Same as Figure 2.4.2, but for the PSR factor.
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over, the survey of the model space becomes computationally expensive for
a wider boundary, especially in the first stage.

Combining the observations made for Figures 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 we
fixed the range of dlnvp to (-0.01;+0.01), the range of dlnvs and dlnρ to
(-0.02;+0.02) and the range of drcmb and drtz to (-0.2;+0.2) km. Further-
more, the most likely model produced by Resovsky & Trampert (2003)
within one standard deviation lies in our ranges of parameter space.

2.4.2 Testing the tuning parameters

The tuning parameters control the way of sampling the model space. If
their values are not carefully chosen, the algorithm might become too ex-
pensive from a computational viewpoint and the highly dimensional model
space might be either under-sampled or over-sampled. The right choice of
the tuning parameters allows us to sample faster the entire model space.
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Figure 2.4.4: Fixed the boundaries of the model parameter space, the best solution
of the spherical harmonic (2,0) from the first stage is plotted as a function of
splines. The number of sampled models changes with varying combinations of ns,
nr and Nit. The first number of the legend is the number of iterations, the second
is ns and the third one is nr. The number of initial generated models is fixed to
100.
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Figure 2.4.5: Space sampling for the spherical harmonic (2,0) of dlnvp versus dlnρ
and drcmb versus drtz as a function of the misfit and the tuning parameters ns,
nr and Nit. We fixed ninit = 100. The dots describe the sampling density of the
250100 generated models. Red colour denotes better data fit; blue colour points
out models which do not fit well the data. The cross describes the minimum misfit
solution.
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Figure 2.4.6: The 1-D marginal probability density functions of the spherical har-
monic (2,0) at 2891 km (Spline 10) for the same combination of ns, nr and Nit in
Figure 2.4.4.

However, there is no rule to set them, only a high number of trials over a
large range of values can suggest the most suitable choice for the current
inversion. Moreover, the higher the parameter dimensions are, the higher
the number of generated models, together with the computational time, is.

We need to tune the two control parameters (ns and nr), the number of
iterations (Nit) and the number of initial models (ninit) of the search stage.
We did not investigate how the results change with varying ninit and we
fixed it to 100, a suitable number to start the survey without missing the
region of good data-fits. Figures 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.4.6 and 2.4.7 illustrate the
influence of ns, nr and Nit on the searching stage fixed the space bound-
aries. Figure 2.4.4 shows the optimum solution of the spherical harmonic
(2,0) as a function of splines in the first stage. Changing ns, nr and Nit

the trend of plots do not modify much for dlnvp and dlnvs, especially in
the mid- and lower mantle. For dlnρ there is not a clear convergence to the
acceptable best solution throughout the mantle as shown also in Subsection
2.4.1. Although the best model is almost constant, the way of sampling the
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space varies with different ns, nr and Nit. In Figure 2.4.5 we illustrate the
space sampling for the unknowns dr2,0

cmb versus dr2,0
tz and c102,0(dlnvp) versus

c102,0(dlnρ) for five combinations of the tuning parameters. The area around
the minimum misfit model, indicated by the cross, is densely sampled. The
color-scale describes the value of the misfit: red regions are characterized
by a better data fit, whereas the unknowns with higher misfit are denoted
by greenish regions. Looking at plots for nr = 2 the search is more re-
strictive and the sampling is more localized around the best-fitting model.
Increasing nr the survey of the model space becomes more broad and the
sampled models do not converge to the best-fitting region if the number of
the iterations is not increased as a consequence of a higher nr.

The strength of the Neighbourhood Algorithm is the representation
of seismic constraints in terms of probability density function (pdf). For
this reason in Figure 2.4.6 we illustrate how the 1-D marginal pdf of the
unknowns c102,0 of dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnρ change with varying ns, nr and
Nit. We notice that the trend of the 1-D marginals are comparable to each
other as a function of the tuning parameters and, thus, their shapes do
not change dramatically for different combinations of ns, nr and Nit. As
explained in Subsection 2.4.1, the large variability of the 1-D marginal of
dr2,0

cmb and dr2,0
tz is due to the high number of space dimensions which makes
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Figure 2.4.7: Same as Figure 2.4.4, but for the PSR factor of the appraisal stage.
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Figure 2.4.8: Fixed the space boundaries and the ensemble of 250100 models from
the search stage the most likely model of the spherical harmonic (2,0) is plotted
as a function of splines for different tuning parameters of the appraisal stage. For
the blue line Nw and Nc are equal to 5 and 600, respectively; the red line is
characterized by Nw = 5 and Nc = 1200; and the green line has Nw = 8 and
Nc = 1300.

the topographic results strongly dependent not only on the boundary but
also on the tuning parameters.

These observations are confirmed by Figure 2.4.7 which illustrates the
PSR factor of the 1-D marginals of Figure 2.4.6 as a function of splines.

Following the results of these tests we think that in a highly dimensional
space it is better to have a large number of iterations and keep the values
of ns and nr reasonably low to make an efficient sampling. For this reason
we fixed Nit = 10000, ns = 25, nr = 6, together with ninit = 100.

Finally, we tested how much the control parameters of the appraisal
stage affect the results; we tuned them such to increase gradually the re-
sampled models. The variation of Nw and Nc does not influence the algo-
rithm as much as the control parameters of the first stage. Indeed, lines,
describing the most likely model of the 1-D marginal, are almost indistin-
guishable in Figures 2.4.8 and 2.4.9.

Since the re-sampled models of the appraisal stage must be at least
50% of those in the first stage, we chose Nw = 5 and Nc = 600 so that we
re-sampled 141000 models with 48 processors.
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Figure 2.4.9: Same as Figure 2.4.8, but for the PSR factor as a function of splines.

2.4.3 Bayesian inference from the NA

The strength of the NA is the quantitative assessment from the entire
ensemble of the sampled models. All possible solutions fitting the data
are turned into a Bayesian probability density function within their space
boundary. In this way the mean and its standard deviation can be easily
estimated. Indeed, the main results provided by the appraisal stage of the
NA are given by the 1-D marginal probability density functions (pdfs) for
each model parameter and the 2-D marginal pdfs for couples of parameters.
We estimated the most likely model with the associated uncertainty from
the 1-D marginal of the parameters. The 2-D likelihoods show the trade-off
between parameters.

In the next figures we illustrate the 1-D marginals for the unknowns
ck2,0 of dlnvp (Figure 2.4.10), dlnvs (Figure 2.4.11) and dlnρ, dr2,0

cmb and

dr2,0
tz (Figure 2.4.12) as well as the most likely value (solid line) and the

mean (dashed line) of each plot. Generally speaking, the shape of the 1-
D marginals can be either Gaussian or non-Gaussian. The maximum of
a 1-D marginal is equal to the mean for a Gaussian pdf. In this study a
non-Gaussian marginal is mainly exponentially distributed and, thus, its
maximum is at the edge of the boundary. In few cases the pdf is character-
ized by a valley which is a representation of the null space. When the 1-D
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marginal pdf is exponentially distributed, either the range is too narrow,
and so the absolute minimum is out of the range, or this unknown is poorly
resolved by the data. In the first case the solution might be to increase the
parameter space. However, in a highly-dimensional model space this is not
the right choice for two reasons. First, increasing the range for a specific
unknown contributes to center better its best-fitting region, but move an-
other parameter towards the edge. Second, the survey of the model space
becomes remarkably high for a wider boundary in terms of computational
time, especially in the first stage.

According to our results, unknowns of dlnvp and dlnvs are mainly
Gaussian-shaped in the mid- and lower mantle, whereas they sometimes
show an exponential behaviour in the upper mantle. As expected, the
Gaussian shape of the 1-D marginal in Figure 2.4.11 is characterized by a
more narrow width than that for the corresponding plots of dlnvp. Indeed,
constraints on shear velocity are stronger than constraints on compressional
velocity so that the shear wave-speed structure appears to be slightly better
resolved by the data for the spherical component (2,0). Parameters of dlnρ
are often exponentially distributed, except in the lowermost mantle where
the 1-D marginal is Gaussian. The topography perturbations (right-hand
bottom plots of Figure 2.4.12) are mainly described by a peaked Gaussian
pdf and, thus, characterized by a narrow width.

Figure 2.4.13 displays some 2-D marginal pdfs for pairs of unknowns.
We see that the most peaked 2-D marginal is that between dr2,0

tz and dr2,0
tz .

This agrees with the corresponding 1-D marginals of Figures 2.4.10, 2.4.11
and 2.4.12. Overall, the trade-off between couples of parameters is not
strong. This is slightly present between the same seismic observable at
different depths, such as c102,0(dlnvp) vs. c92,0(dlnvp) and c102,0(dlnvs) vs.

c92,0(dlnvs); while, it is absent between pairs of unknowns at the same
depth. Furthermore, the 2-D marginals containing the topographic per-
turbations indicate that both dr2,0

cmb and dr2,0
tz are well resolved by the data

independently of wave-speeds and density variations for that specific range.
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Figure 2.4.10: The 1-D marginal probability density function for the spherical
harmonic (2,0) of dlnvp within their space boundaries. The solid and dashed lines
are the maximum and the mean of the 1-D marginal, respectively.
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Figure 2.4.11: Same as Figure 2.4.10, but for dlnvs.
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Figure 2.4.12: Same as Figure 2.4.10, but for dlnρ. The right-hand bottom plots
describe the 1-D marginal pdf for the spherical component (2,0) of drcmb, drtz .
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Figure 2.4.13: Bayesian 2-D marginal pdf for pairs of parameters. The concentric
(white or grey) areas denote a different level of confidence. This decreases with
moving from the darkest grey area to the edge of each plot.



Chapter 3

Path-average kernels for
long wavelength travel-time
tomography

Summary

While much effort goes into improving the resolution of tomographic mo-
dels, investigating their quality has only just started. Probabilistic tomo-
graphy provides a framework for the quantitative assessment of uncertain-
ties of long wavelength tomographic models. So far, this technique has
been used to invert maps of surface wave phase velocities and normal-mode
splitting functions. Including body waves would substantially increase the
depth resolution in the lowermost mantle. In surface wave tomography,
the construction of phase velocity maps and splitting functions is a well-
defined inverse problem and the depth inversion is less well-constrained but
characterized by a small number of dimensions suitable for a Monte Carlo
search. Travel-time tomography is mostly based on ray theory which covers
the 3D Earth, thus the dimension of the inverse problem is too large for
a Monte Carlo search. The ray-mode duality suggests to apply the path-
average approximation to body wave travel-times. In this way the measured
travel-time residual as a function of ray parameter can be inverted using
path-average kernels which depend on depth only, similar to surface wave

The content of this chapter was published as: Mosca, I. & Trampert, J., 2009.
Path-average kernels for long wavelength travel-time tomography, Geophysical Journal

International, 177, 639-650, doi: 10.1111/j.1365-246X.2009.04136.x.
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tomography.

We investigate the validity of the path-average approximation for delay
times in both the forward and the inverse problem using the velocity model
S20RTS as well as random models. We numerically illustrate the precision
of such kernels compared to ray-theoretic and finite-frequency ones. We
further invert travel-time residuals, calculated from Fermat rays, using the
path-average kernels. We find that the agreement between classical ray
theory and path-average theory is good for long wavelength structures. We
suggest that for mapping long wavelength structures, body waves can be
inverted in two steps, similar to surface waves, where the ray parameter
and the vertical travel-time play the role of frequency and phase velocity,
respectively.

3.1 Introduction

Seismic tomography is the most powerful probe into the Earth’s deep in-
terior. Seismic waves from large earthquakes travel through the Earth or
along the surface and their arrival times and shapes contain information
on the medium they traveled through. Tomography inversion consists of
working out the Earth’s three-dimensional (an)elastic structure (generally
expressed as a perturbation from a reference model) from large quanti-
ties of arrival times, body or surface wave forms and free oscillation data,
and has been a very active field of research since the first systematic ef-
forts in the early 1980’s. Over the years, considerable progress has been
made and many reviews have been written on the subject (e.g., Dziewonski
& Woodhouse, 1987; Woodhouse & Dziewonski, 1989; Masters, 1989; Ro-
manowicz, 1991; Montagner, 1994; Masters & Shearer, 1995; Ritzwoller &
Lavely, 1995; Dziewonski, 1996; Masters et al., 2000; Fukao et al., 2001; Ro-
manowicz, 2003; Trampert & van der Hilst, 2005). It is encouraging to see
that a great amount of overlapping information is emerging from different
tomographic studies using different data and/or different techniques.

The imaging of the three-dimensional velocity structures is of course
only a first step towards fully understanding their physical causes. Indeed,
seismic tomography maps the current thermodynamic and compositional
state of heterogeneity and thus imposes strong geometric constraints on
possible models of mantle convection. The thickness of continental roots
(Deschamps et al., 2002), the depth extent of the mid-ocean ridges and the
change of lithospheric velocity versus age (e.g., Su et al., 1992; Zhang &
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Tanimoto, 1992) give important clues on the formation and evolution of
continental and oceanic lithosphere. It has long been recognized that there
is a correlation between the geoid and seismic models, and therefore judi-
cious integration of both types of information (gravity and seismological)
should give access to robust three-dimensional density variations within
the Earth (e.g., Ishii & Tromp, 1999). These few examples illustrate that
seismic tomography is central in a strong interdisciplinary effort aimed at
understanding the structure and the evolution of the Earth’s interior.

While much effort has been made to improve the lateral and depth reso-
lution of the models, investigating their quality has only just started. Model
appraisal however is essential if we want to advance from a predominantly
qualitative to a more quantitative interpretation of seismic tomography
(Trampert & van der Hilst, 2005). It is well known that the tomographic
problem is an ill-posed and ill-conditioned inverse problem (e.g., Trampert,
1998). The ill-ness is reduced by imposing some form of regularization.
This improves the conditioning and keeps the data error propagation un-
der control. Ill-posed means that the inferred model is not unique (model
nullspace), some data cannot be associated to any model (data nullspace)
or the model does not depend continuously on the data (Bertero & Boc-
cacci, 1998). The last condition can lead to multiple minima in the cost
function, even for a linear inverse problem and a standard regularization
could therefore find a solution in a local minimum which might not be
the most likely. Beghein et al. (2002) and Resovsky & Trampert (2003)
identified two such cases while studying anisotropy in the inner core and
density in the mantle, respectively. The presence of nullspaces is more gen-
erally acknowledged, and it is well known that the model nullspace leads
to large valleys in the data misfit function which a least squares method
seeks to minimize. In this case, regularization is needed to eliminate the
valley. This makes the cost function quadratic and the solution unique.
Regularization can thus be seen by picking one particular solution from the
original valley in the data misfit function. In the Bayesian approach (e.g.,
Tarantola, 1987), the regularization consists of statistical prior information
which is obtained by other physical experiments. If the regularization is
just chosen by ad hoc mathematical arguments, as in most cases, the so-
lution loses connection to the real world and formal uncertainty analysis
is meaningless. In the absence of realistic prior information, the valley
should be properly explored by a full model search technique. In this case,
a family of solutions is obtained and it emerged that often their statistics
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have useful and interpretable properties due to sufficient data constraints
(Shapiro & Ritzwoller, 2002; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003). We refer to
the statistical constraints from such a family of solutions as probabilistic
tomography (Resovsky & Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al., 2004). Based on
a forward sampling technique, probabilistic tomography associates a prob-
ability to each random model based on some definition of misfit. When
sufficient models have been drawn, probability density functions are esti-
mated for each model parameter. This probability density function is all
the information that can ever be gained from the data on that particular
parameter and can therefore be seen as a compact representation of the
given data themselves. The curse of dimensionality quickly limits the size
of the problem which can be solved with a forward sampling technique to
a few tens of unknowns (e.g., Curtis & Lomax, 2001). So far this technique
has been used to invert surface wave phase velocity maps and normal-mode
splitting functions (e.g., Beghein et al., 2002; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003).
The construction of phase velocity maps and splitting functions from the
seismic measurements is a relatively well defined linear inverse problem.
Their local depth inversion however is less well constrained and the biggest
source of non-uniqueness in the final models, but a problem which can be
represented with a limited number of unknowns. The latter part is there-
fore ideally suited for probabilistic tomography. So far, body wave data
have not been included into probabilistic tomography, although they would
considerably increase depth resolution. Body wave travel-time residuals
are generally analyzed using ray theory which covers the 3D Earth. It is
therefore not straightforward to decompose the problem into a mapping of
body wave residuals with a function on the sphere which can then locally
be inverted for depth. Using rays means parameterising the whole Earth
which makes the problem too big for probabilistic tomography.

Evoking the ray-mode duality it is possible to apply the path-average
approximation to body wave travel-times in a spherically symmetric Earth
model. In the following section, we show that the measured travel-time
residual as a function of ray parameter can, to lowest order, be inver-
ted using a simplified kernel which depends only on depth. In section
3, we show comparisons of travel-time residuals calculated using Fermat
rays, finite-frequency kernels and the path-average approximation using
3D Earth models with varying complexity. In section 4, we then illustrate
that the path-average approximation, commonly used for surface waves
and normal-mode splitting, gives good inversion results for long wavelength
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structures when applied to body wave residuals.

3.2 Simple kernels from ray-mode duality

The path-average approximation has successfully been used in many long
period waveform inversions (e.g., Woodhouse & Dziewonski, 1984, 1986;
Tanimoto, 1988; Su et al., 1994; Kustowski et al., 2008). The theory shows
that for minor arc phases, the phase adjustment to each mode in the seismo-
gram depends on the average phase velocity perturbation between source
and receiver and therefore only on the horizontally averaged structure. This
is of course a very good approximation for surface waves, but not neces-
sarily for body waves. Li & Romanowicz (1995) proposed an extension
to the theory, which involves cross-branch coupling, and investigated its
limitations for the calculation of body waveforms. The good agreement of
the long wavelength structure between many tomographic models shows
that the path-average approximation nevertheless provides meaningful re-
sults. It can be shown (e.g., Dahlen & Tromp, 1998) that the constraints on
the Earth’s internal structure from high-frequency normal-modes and body
wave travel-times are the same to the lowest order. Secondary data popu-
larly derived from body waveforms are travel-time residuals. We therefore
suggest to employ the path-average approximation for the description of
body wave travel-time residuals rather than full waveforms.

In a spherically symmetric Earth model, the normal-modes of the Earth
can be seen as the constructive interference of body waves with the same
ray parameter. Brune (1964, 1966) was the first to analyze body wave
arrival times in terms of equivalent normal-mode frequencies using sim-
ple arguments of constructive interference. For large angular orders l, the
normal-mode frequencies are asymptotically equivalent to the inverse in-
tercept time of a ray with ray parameter p:

ωτ(p) = 2π(n+ α) (3.2.1)

where ω is the angular frequency of the mode, n its overtone number and α
is a fraction which depends on the body wave considered (Zhao & Dahlen,
1993). The ray-theoretic intercept time is defined by:

τ(p) = 2

∫ a

r(bot)
(

1

v(r)2
−
p2

r2
)1/2dr (3.2.2)
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where v(r) is the wave speed of either the P or the S wave under consid-
eration and the integration runs from the turning radius of the ray to the
Earth’s surface a. Together with Jean’s relation (1927) this allows to calcu-
late the mode spectrum of a spherically symmetric Earth with remarkable
precision (for high l) compared to the direct integration method which is
the standard (see illustrations in Zhao & Dahlen (1993)). The ray-mode
duality goes much further and by rewriting the constructive interference
principle of equation (3.2.1) differently, Zhao & Dahlen (1995a) arrived at
asymptotic expressions for the modal eigenfunctions and the correspond-
ing Fréchet kernels (Zhao & Dahlen, 1995b). A local eigenfrequency per-
turbation at constant l is related to a local phase velocity perturbation at
constant ω (e.g., Dahlen & Tromp, 1998) by

δωlocal

ω
=
U

c

δclocal

c
(3.2.3)

where U = ∆(p)/T (p) is the group velocity defined simply as the ratio of the
epicentral distance and the travel-time, and c = p−1 is the phase velocity
of the normal-mode corresponding to a body wave with ray parameter p
(Dahlen & Tromp, 1998). Inserting these in the expressions of Zhao &
Dahlen (1995b), the local vertical travel-time perturbations are related to
local velocity perturbations by

δτ(p, θ, φ) = −2

∫ a

r(bot)

1

v(r)2
(

1

v(r)2
−
p2

r2
)−1/2δ ln v(r, θ, φ)dr. (3.2.4)

The physical meaning of this expression is that a ray with ray parameter
p in a spherically symmetric Earth model v(r) experiences a local vertical
2-way travel-time perturbation due to a local velocity perturbation at point
(r, θ, φ) in the Earth (Figure 3.2.1). Note that equation (3.2.4) is simply the
differential of (3.2.2) assuming a local velocity perturbation for a constant
p. The equation is valid for P, PcP, S and ScS waves which all have one
down- and one up-ward leg to their path. For PP and SS waves, the factor
of 2 is replaced by a factor of 4, for PPP and SSS waves by a factor of
6 etc., corresponding to the number of legs in their path. We assumed
here that the source is at the surface, but a generalization to an epicenter
at depth is straightforward. These kernels very strongly resemble those of
Zhao & Jordan (1998) for the case of along branch coupling which isolates
the minor arc sensitivity. The observed travel-time residual δT (p) for this
ray is then simply the average δτ(p, θ, φ) between source and receiver which
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Figure 3.2.1: The local 2-way vertical travel-time perturbation δτ is obtained by
integrating a local velocity perturbation δv at the point (r, θ, φ) in a spherically
symmetric Earth. The kernel is schematically depicted by bands of varying grey
shades (black is the maximum). The total travel-time perturbation is determinated
by averaging laterally the local δτ . For an anomaly close to the bottom of the ray,
depicted in green, the ray-theoretical and path-average residuals are close. For an
anomaly close to the surface, the difference will be large.

is the body wave equivalent of the path-average approximation for modal
frequencies:

δT (p) =
1

∆

∫ ∆

0
δτ(p, θ, φ)d∆ (3.2.5)

where ∆ is the epicentral distance. This formulation is equivalent to that
of surface wave tomography where the role of frequency ω is taken by the
ray parameter p and the local phase velocity perturbation is replaced by
the vertical travel-time perturbation.

So far, we approached the problem from the modal description and used
asymptotic expressions for high l or high ω. The same kernels can of course
be found by starting from ray theory, the high-frequency approximation to
the elastodynamic wave equation. Fermat’s principle states that the travel-
time of a ray is extremum, minimum or maximum, with respect to nearby
possible paths. This means that the travel-time perturbation due to a
velocity perturbation is to first order:

δT (p) = −

∫

Γ

δ ln v(r, θ, φ)

v(r)
dΓ (3.2.6)
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where Γ denotes the ray path. If we assume that the velocity perturbation
between source and receiver depends on radius only, we can transform the
integral over Γ into an integral over radius r (e.g., Bullen, 1963):

δT (p) = −2

∫ a

r(bot)

1

v(r)2
(

1

v(r)2
−
p2

r2
)−1/2δ ln v(r)dr. (3.2.7)

It is interesting to note that this is how Bullen constructed his 1D velocity
models. In the Earth, the velocity perturbation of course changes laterally
as well, but if we are content to retrieve a lateral average of this perturbation
between source and receiver, we arrive again at equation (3.2.5).

To address the validity of the path integral approximation, we need
to estimate by how much the velocity can change laterally for (3.2.5) to
remain valid. By considering a small segment of a ray, it is easy to see that
the approximation holds locally when

δ ln v⊥
δ ln vr

<< tan i (3.2.8)

where i is the angle of incidence. This equation shows that the path integral
approximation is acceptable when the horizontal changes in velocity are
small in parts where the ray travels vertically. Near the bottom of the
ray, where the propagation is close to horizontal, no limitations are needed.
The local condition (3.2.8) cannot be generalized to a global constraint,
but it is clear that the precision of equation (3.2.5) will depend on the
distance and the wavelength of the structural changes. In the following we
will numerically illustrate the precision of the path-average kernels using
random media and the velocity model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999).

3.3 The forward precision

S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999) is a three-dimensional tomographic velocity
model expressed as perturbations from PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson,
1981). The parameterization consists of a spherical harmonic expansion
(up to degree 20) of the lateral perturbations and a spline expansion (21
splines) of the vertical perturbations between the Moho and the core-mantle
boundary. We traced rays in PREM and calculated ray-theoretic travel-
time perturbations in S20RTS using equation (3.2.6). We then compared
those to path-average predictions using equation (3.2.5). The complexity
of the model is varied by considering different spherical harmonic cut-offs.
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Figure 3.3.1: Scatter-plots comparing ray-theoretic and path-average approxima-
tions to travel-time perturbations for S, SS, ScS, SSS phases and a spherical har-
monic cut-off 5. The red line is the fitted line obtained by linear regression; and
the green line has the ideal slope 1. Each graph displays results for 1000 random
source-receiver paths.
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Figure 3.3.2: Same as Figure 3.3.1, but up to spherical harmonic degree 20.
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We generated a random distribution of source-receiver paths. We fixed a
certain epicentral distance and randomly generated epicenter coordinates,
azimuths (between 0 and 360 degrees) and source depth (between 0 and
700 km) and calculated the corresponding station coordinates. For each
seismic phase we generated 1000 paths and plotted the ray-theoretic versus
the path-average travel-time perturbations.

Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 show scatter-plots for S, SS, SSS and ScS waves
for different spherical harmonic degrees and epicentral distances. The plots
exhibit a clear linear trend and in the ideal case, all points should align on
the green line with slope 1. Instead they scatter around the fitted red line
obtained by linear regression. The fitted line is often close to the ideal line,
but we see that the deviations from the green line increase with spherical
harmonic degree and epicentral distance as expected. To quantify these de-
viations we calculated the linear correlation coefficient (Figure 3.3.3) which
is a measure of the probability that a linear relationship exists between the
two residuals. Figure 3.3.3 depicts the correlation coefficient as a function
of epicentral distance and spherical harmonic degree. In general it is higher
than 0.7 and decreases with increasing spherical harmonic degree and epi-
central distance. Plots for the SSS phase show a very high correlation.
This is due to the nature of SSS waves. With increasing bounce points
properties of body waves are closer to properties of surface waves. Since
the path-average approximation works very well for surface waves, it is also
a good approximation for SS, and in particular, SSS phases.

Another important measure is the deviation from ray theory. We de-
fined the relative uncertainty as the ratio between the standard deviation
from the line with slope 1 and the quadratic mean of points described by
the green line. We chose to show the relative uncertainty because it is
independent on the amplitude of the model. In Figure 3.3.4, which ex-
hibits the relative uncertainties in S20RTS, there is a slight dependency on
distance and, hence, on ray parameter. In an inverse procedure this the-
oretical uncertainty would simply add to the measured data uncertainties
(e.g., Tarantola, 1987).

Ray theory, a high frequency approximation, is only valid if the struc-
ture changes little on the scale of the wavelength and/or the Fresnel zone
(Wang & Dahlen, 1995). In practice, the waves are of finite frequency and
scattering effects might be important. Dahlen et al. (2000) formulated an
efficient theory for calculating such finite-frequency sensitivity kernels for
body wave arrival times. These kernels have banana-doughnut shapes for
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Figure 3.3.3: Linear correlation coefficient as a function of epicentral distance and
spherical harmonic degree for S, SS, ScS, SSS phases.
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Figure 3.3.4: Relative uncertainty between ray- and path-average theory in
S20RTS as a function of epicentral distance and spherical harmonic degree for
S, SS, ScS, SSS phases.
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direct phases and have a strong and narrow sensitivity close to the source
and receiver and weaker and broader sensitivity near the turning point
(e.g., Hung et al., 2000). Our simplified kernels differ most near the source
and receiver and therefore it is interesting to compare finite-frequency ker-
nel predictions with our predictions. We used the code raydyntrace.f (Tian
et al., 2007a) together with the paraxial approximation to calculate the
finite-frequency kernels assuming a dominant period of τ = 20s. We then
integrated the kernel multiplied with the velocity perturbation numerically
around the first few Fresnel zones.

The scatter-plots of banana-doughnut versus path-average travel-time
pertubations for S20RTS are very similar to those in Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
indicating that finite-frequency effects are small, which is to be expected
for long wavelength models. In Figure 3.3.5 we show the linear correlation
coefficient (top panel) and the relative uncertainty (bottom panel) as a
function of epicentral distance and harmonic degree. They are very close to
those in Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. The paraxial approximation breaks down
for waves producing caustics (Tian et al., 2007b). Our simple integration
scheme can therefore not be applied to SS and SSS phases, restricting our
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phases comparing the banana-doughnut and the path-average approximation.
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Figure 3.3.6: Same as Figure 3.3.3, but using a random model.
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Figure 3.3.7: Same as Figure 3.3.4, but using a random model.
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banana-doughnut comparison to S and ScS waves only.

Some of the features in the previous figures are due to the nature of
S20RTS which has a varying spectrum as a function of depth. Inspired
by Baig et al. (2003), we investigated the behaviour of our path-average
kernels generating random models characterized by flat spherical harmonic
power spectra. Again we compared the ray-theoretic and the path-average
travel-time residuals using now random velocity models for different sphe-
rical harmonic cut-offs and epicentral distances. Figure 3.3.6 (Figure 3.3.7)
shows the correlation coefficient (the relative error) as a function of epi-
central distance and spherical harmonic degree. Because we drew random
spherical harmonic coefficients between (-1;1), the amplitude of the travel-
time residuals has values between ∼ 100 and ∼ 3000s compared to less
than 20s for S20RTS. The relative error however is comparable to those
exhibited for S20RTS. This shows that relative uncertainty doesn’t depend
on the amplitude of the model.

Comparing Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.6 (3.3.4 and 3.3.7) the trend of the
correlation (relative uncertainty) is the same for SS- and SSS-phases, but
it is different for S- and ScS-waves. For the model S20RTS the relative
uncertainty decreases at long distances, while it increases with increasing
distance for random media. This effect is most evident for the S-phase. The
explanation is that S20RTS is dominated by harmonic degree 2 in the low-
ermost mantle. The effects of the cut-off degree are clearer in the random
models which give uncertainties due to the path-average approximation,
unbiased by their power spectrum.

3.4 The inverse case

In the previous section, we saw that the path-average approximation pro-
vides a good estimation of travel-times in long wavelength Earth models.
We now present the results of a tomographic inversion of body wave travel-
time residuals for realistic source-receiver paths. We used 73394 S-, 60114
SS- and 3020 ScS-waves (Ritsema, personal communication, 2008). To
construct velocity perturbation maps we calculated travel-time residuals
in S20RTS using Fermat rays and then inverted for dlnvS using simplified
kernels from the path-average approximation (equation (3.2.5)).

S20RTS is parameterized laterally with spherical harmonic functions up
to degree 20 and 21 spline functions for depth. The number of unknows
therefore is 9261. The inversion is performed adopting a damped-least
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squares method which introduces a trade-off parameter γ to find a solu-

tion by minimising a cost function S =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

~d− Â~m
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
− γ ||~m||2 where ~d is

the data vector, ~m the model vector and Â the partial derivative matrix.
The trade-off (or damping) parameter compromises between minimising
the data misfit and the size of the model.

Maps of relative deviation from the average shear wave velocity (PREM)
at 7 depths are shown in Figure 3.4.1. For each depth we reproduce model
S20RTS on the left, results from the inversion using classical ray theory in
the center and the path-average theory on the right. Blue regions denote
faster than average, and red regions denote slower than average velocity.
For shallow depths (between 150 and 500 km) there are clear discrepancies
in amplitude between S20RTS and the other two results due to data cov-
erage used in our test. Indeed, body waves are more suitable to study the
deeper interior of the Earth and thus to detect heterogeneity in the lower
mantle; while surface waves resolve better small-scale structure in the up-
per mantle. Since model S20RTS combines body waves, surface waves
and normal-modes it provides better constraints in the shallow part of the
Earth’s mantle. Increasing the depth, the agreement in terms of amplitude
between maps improves considerably; and in particular in the lowermost
mantle the negative velocity anomalies beneath the Pacific and Africa from
the three maps show a similar amplitude. Comparing S20RTS to the mid-
dle column in Figure 3.4.1 is like a checkerboard test and gives an idea
on the resolution power of the data for the chosen damping; the compar-
ison between the middle and right-hand side column shows the difference
between ray- and path-average theory.

The differences and similitaries between maps in Figure 3.4.1 appear
more clearly by directly computing their correlations as well as compar-
ing their amplitudes. Figure 3.4.2 shows the correlation between S20RTS
and the path-average model on the left-hand side and between classical
ray theory and our approach on the right-hand side as a function of the
depth for different harmonic degrees. We notice that in the upper mantle
there are less differences in the trends of the correlation with increasing
spherical harmonic degree. Instead in the mid- and lower mantle the long
wavelength features correlate much better. In the lower mantle the lowest
correlation is around 1500 km corresponding to a distance ∼ 60◦. S20RTS
is characterized by small amplitudes at that depth and the error due to the
path-average approximation becomes comparable to the data value itself.
Of course this affects the correlation between velocity perturbation maps
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Figure 3.4.1: Shear velocity perturbation maps of model S20RTS on the left-hand
side, from the inversion using classical ray theory in the center and the path-
average approach on the right-hand side at different depths. Ray-theoretic travel-
time data were calculated up to degree 20. The perturbations are given in percent
with respect to PREM. Yellow circles are hotspots and yellow lines represent plate
boundaries.
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Figure 3.4.2: Correlation as a function of the depth for different maximum har-
monic degrees between the S20RTS and the path-average model on the left-hand
side, and between the classical ray theory and path-average maps on the right-hand
side.
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Figure 3.4.3: Same as Figure 3.4.2, but for the amplitude ratio as a function of
the depth for different maximum harmonic degrees.
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Figure 3.4.4: Sensitivity kernels for the path-average theory as function of the
depth and ray parameter for selected S- (left bottom) and SS-phases (right bot-
tom).

as well. We do not think that this drop in correlation is a problem for
imaging the real Earth, because S20RTS seems quite heavily damped com-
pared to other models using similar data (Trampert & Spetzler, 2006),but
is a reminder that it remains difficult to extract signal from data below the
noise level.

In Figure 3.4.3 we show the amplitude ratios between S20RTS and the
inverted maps as function of depth and maximum harmonic degree. The
trend depends little on harmonic degree. The amplitude ratio between
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Figure 3.4.5: Shear velocity perturbation maps at different depths from the 2-
step inversion. The first step consists of a spherical harmonic expansion of the
measured travel-time residuals up to degree 8, and the second one is their depth
inversion using the kernels in Figure 3.4.4. The perturbations are given in percent
with respect to PREM. The maps show hotspots (yellow circles) as well as plate
boundaries (yellow line).

S20RTS and the path-average model is more than 7 in the uppermost man-
tle, then declines rapidly around 1.0. The amplitude ratio between maps
from ray theory and path-average theory decreases from 2.5 in the upper
mantle to 1 in the lower mantle. The reason is that the ray-theory maps
and path-average maps are constructed using only body waves which do
not provide a good coverage in the upper mantle.

To show that body waves and surface waves can be treated using the
same formalism, we applied a 2-step inversion to the Fermat travel-time re-
siduals used above. We expanded travel-time data for ray parameter where
we had enough data coverage in spherical harmonics up to degree 8 and
then inverted the maps of δT (p) locally for depth. In practice, rays with
constant ray parameter are difficult to find (except for diffracted phases).
We therefore construct maps of δT (p) using rays in a narrow range. Suf-
ficient rays are found for S waves with ray parameter p = 479 s/deg and
p = 499.5 ± 0.5 s/deg and for SS waves bottoming between 970 and 1100
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km with a range of p equal to 5 s/deg. Figure 3.4.4 shows the path-average
sensitivity kernels corresponding to the selected rays. Figure 3.4.5 exhibits
S-wave velocity perturbation maps obtained from this 2-step inversion. The
agreement with the model S20RTS (left column of Figure 3.4.1) in terms
of pattern and amplitude is quite good only at a depth of 1000 km and in
the lowermost mantle. The reason is of course that the maps are obtained
with only S- and SS-phases which bottom at depth ∼ 2890 km and ∼ 1000
km, respectively.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In the asymptotic limit it is possible to express a duality between high
frequency normal-modes and propagating body waves. This ray-mode du-
ality suggests to apply the path-average approximation, which is typically
used for normal-modes and surface waves, to body wave travel-times. We
expressed the travel-time residual between source and receiver as the lat-
eral average of the local vertical 2-way travel-time perturbation. In this
way, surface waves and body waves can be treated using the same formal-
ism where the frequency ω corresponds to the ray parameter p and the
local phase velocity perturbation is comparable to the vertical travel-time
perturbation. It is therefore possible in theory to build travel-time residual
maps as a function of the ray parameter comparable to phase velocity maps
as a function of frequency and invert those locally for depth.

The aim of the current paper was to test the validity of such path-
average kernels for both the forward and the inverse problem. Although
we only showed results for S, SS, SSS, ScS phases, we tested that the same
approach works for P, PP, PPP, PcP phases.

In body wave tomography, it is important to take into account the errors
due to the source mislocations. Two different approaches have been pro-
posed to deal with this. (i) The relocation procedure and the tomographic
inversion can be performed simultaneously (Bijwaard & Spakman, 2000).
(ii) Earthquake relocation parameters are estimated by fitting observed
travel-times to predictions in a smooth degree-12 velocity model (Ritsema
et al., 2004). A relocation error can then be estimated and simply sub-
tracted from the measured travel-time residuals before the tomographic
inversion. This latter procedure is most easily incorporated in a 2-step
path-average approach.

Using the velocity model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999) and random
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media, we compared the ray-theoretic delay time and the banana-doughnut
travel-time residual with the travel-time perturbation using simple kernels
from the path-average approximation for different distances and spherical
harmonic cut-offs. For long wavelength structure the agreement is good and
it improves further for low epicentral distances. We estimated a relative un-
certainty which is independent of the amplitude of the model and depends
slightly on the distance and, thus, on the ray parameter. It is not neces-
sary to establish strict bounds of validity for the path-average approach,
but relative uncertainties can properly be included in the construction of
the tomographic models.

To test the effectiveness of the path-average approximation for body
waves in tomographic inversions, we used travel-time residuals, calculated
from Fermat theory, to image the velocity perturbation using both classical
ray theory and the theory presented here. For long wavelength models, the
results are comparable in the lower mantle. Our tests show that a two-
steps approach is also possible, but data coverage is such that it cannot
be used for body wave tomography alone. However, two-way travel-time
maps can be added to surface wave phase velocity maps and normal-mode
splitting functions. This allows to construct mantle models using the same
mathematical formalism for body and surface waves.
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Chapter 4

Statistical interpretation of
body wave delay times in
the lowermost mantle

Summary

The D” layer, just above the core-mantle boundary, plays an important
role in the dynamics of the entire mantle since it separates the solid silicate
mantle from the liquid outer core. In this region velocity variations become
very strong and complicated. Long-wavelength tomography has shown two
large low-velocity areas beneath the Pacific Ocean and Africa surrounded
by faster than average velocity structures. Anisotropy appears strong as
well. The discovery of the perovskite to post-perovskite phase transition
(Murakami et al., 2004) has opened new possibilities to explain most of
the known characteristics of the D” region, but firm observational evidence
of the existence of post-perovskite in the lowermost mantle is still lacking.
Although the compositional nature of seismic heterogeneity has been fully
accepted, there is no consensus on which chemical variations occur in the
deep interior of the Earth and the agreement between mineral physics and
seismology is sometimes very poor.

We applied a new approach, the path-average approximation, to body
wave delay times. It allows us to separate the inverse problem for struc-
ture into its radial and lateral components (Mosca & Trampert, 2009).
Using a new dataset of body wave travel-time residuals, we built lateral
variation maps of local vertical travel-time perturbations as a function of

61
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ray parameter at the core-mantle boundary and between 120 and 450 km
above the CMB. These maps, comparable to surface wave phase velocity
maps as a function of frequency, are characterized by a narrow depth res-
olution. We analyzed the statistical change of the properties of seismic
heterogeneities between 2440.0 to 2891.0 km without an explicit depth in-
version. We found that lateral perturbations of compressional wave-speed
do not change within this depth range. Lateral S-wave velocity variation
maps are also constant in the deep Earth, except for a remarkable increase
in its amplitude at the CMB.

We estimated the histograms of lateral variations of the ratio of shear
to compressional velocity anomalies at the CMB and above it. Generating
histograms from variations of temperature and composition and comparing
them to the seismic results, we found strong evidence for the presence of
post-perovskite in the lowermost mantle.

4.1 Introduction

One of the hottest debates in Earth Science concerns the lowermost man-
tle, a few-hundreds of km above the core-mantle boundary (CMB). Its
study involves different branches of Geosciences (e.g., geodynamics, min-
eral physics, geochemistry, seismology) and its full understanding would
allow huge progress in the knowledge of the Earth’s dynamics and evolu-
tion. Indeed, such a thin layer plays an important role for the whole mantle
because it separates the silicate solid mantle and the liquid outer core. It
was named D” region by Bullen (1949) who pointed out for the first time
the abrupt increasing of the velocity gradient in that area, interpreting this
as a thermal boundary.

In the last ten years several studies have indicated the lowermost mantle
as a region of thermal and compositional heterogeneities (Forte & Mitro-
vica, 2001; Karato & Karki, 2001; Trampert et al., 2004; Deschamps et al.,
2007; Garnero & McNamara, 2008). A big contribution towards accept-
ing the thermo-chemical nature of this region has been given by Ishii &
Tromp (1999), and then later confirmed by Resovsky & Trampert (2003).
They both showed an anti-correlation between shear wave-speed and den-
sity anomalies in the deep interior using different datasets and approaches
of solving the inverse problem. This feature contradicted the thermal
paradigm widely accepted for the lower mantle and implied a less domi-
nant role of the temperature perturbations and, thus, an increasing role of
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chemical anomalies to seismic heterogeneity.

In this context the crucial point is how to infer anomalies of tempera-
ture and composition from seismic observations. One procedure to make a
physical interpretation of seismic heterogeneity in terms of thermo-chemical
effects is the estimation of the ratio R of shear to compressional wave-speed
anomalies. This is usually based on a joint inversion of P- and S-wave seis-
mic data. Although there is a general consensus on the radial trend of R,
the discrepancies between many different studies are remarkable in terms
of lateral distribution due to different regularizations, different approaches
of solving the inversion and different datasets (Robertson & Woodhouse,
1996; Su & Dziewonski, 1997; Vasco & Johnson, 1998; Kennett et al., 1998;
Masters et al., 2000; Ritsema & van Heijst, 2002; Antolik et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the most critical aspect in evaluating the seismological ratio
is to have a similar geographical coverage of P- and S-wave measurements.
This condition is very difficult to satisfy because of the nature of body
waves. Indeed, compressional seismic phases resolving the velocity struc-
ture of the D” region, and especially PcP-phase, are hard to read on a
seismogram. S-wave seismic velocity tomography in general provides bet-
ter images in the lowermost mantle than P wave-speed tomography. In the
last twenty years a huge number of shear wave-speed variation models has
been produced (e.g. Ritsema et al., 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Megnin &
Romanowicz, 2000; Gu et al., 2001; Grand, 2002; Becker & Boschi, 2002;
Antolik et al., 2003). Their images agree with each other so that they
show common structures. On the other hand, P-wave speed perturbation
models are characterized by great differences in terms of both pattern and
amplitude (Bijwaard et al., 1998; Vasco & Johnson, 1998; van der Hilst
et al., 1997; Boschi & Dziewonski, 2000; Masters et al., 2000; Fukao et al.,
2001; Karason & van der Hilst, 2001; Zhao, 2001). The ratio of shear to
compressional wave-speed anomalies as a function of depth is often given as
the average of the histograms built from joint tomographic models of P-and
S-phases data. Deschamps & Trampert (2003) showed that the width of
these histograms increases with increasing depth and it cannot be due to
the uncertainty in the measurements but is an indication of the thermal
and chemical nature of seismic heterogeneity in the lower mantle. For this
reason, working with the mean/median rather than with the whole distri-
bution of R can disregard potential information about the origin of seismic
anomalies.

A relatively recent technique to quantify thermal, chemical and phase
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contributions from seismic data is probabilistic tomography (Deschamps &
Trampert, 2004; Trampert et al., 2004; Trampert & van der Hilst, 2005;
Deschamps et al., 2007). It is based on a full multi-dimensional model
space search and provides a robust representation of seismic constraints
as probability density functions (pfds). It is then straightforward to con-
vert seismic variations into thermal and compositional pdfs using mineral
physics data. The main difference with the approach based on evaluating
the seismological ratio is that probabilistic tomography provides also con-
sistent uncertainties of thermo-chemical variation maps. Long wavelength
images produced by this method have fully supported the hypothesis of the
compositional origin for seismic anomalies in the lowermost mantle. For
example, Trampert et al. (2004) found higher than average iron and pe-
rovskite variations in regions beneath the Pacific ocean and Africa. These
features correspond to a slower shear wave-speed in a denser region. These
two provinces are often interpreted as upwelling of hotter materials, referred
to as super-plumes (Su & Dziewonski, 1997; Forte & Mitrovica, 2001; Ro-
manowicz & Gung, 2002). Some geodynamic models suggest that remaining
materials from ancient slabs of oceanic lithosphere are piled up at the basis
of super-plumes (e.g., Kellogg et al., 1999; McNamara & van Keken, 2000;
Nakagawa & Tackley, 2004). This hypothesis is compatible with a higher
content of iron and perovskite under Pacific ocean and Africa because such
material appears to be denser than the surrounding mantle, and perhaps
iron-rich (Ohta et al., 2008).

From the viewpoint of mineral physics, studies about compositional
effects in the lowermost mantle have become very popular by the recent
discovery of a new phase change in perovskite, the most abundant mineral
of the lower mantle. Murakami et al. (2004) proved experimentally the
existence of a perovskite to post-perovskite phase transition at temperature
and pressure conditions compatible with those of the deep mantle. This
discovery was also confirmed by ab initio calculations (Oganov & Ono, 2004;
Tsuchiya et al., 2004a). In the conversion of perovskite into post-perovskite,
mineral physics predicts an abrupt increase in shear velocity variations and
a smaller change in compressional velocity perturbations (Tsuchiya et al.,
2004a; Wentzcovitch et al., 2006). This is consistent with observed S-wave
seismic velocity images as well as with a high value of the ratio of shear to
compressional wave-speed anomalies in the D” region. Furthermore, seismic
anisotropy, which is relatively strong but localized only in certain regions
of the deep interior (Kendall & Silver, 1996; Garnero & Lay, 1997; Ritsema
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et al., 1998; Vinnik et al., 1998; Panning & Romanowicz, 2004), cannot be
explained by thermal variations alone; whereas, it may be consistent with
the existence of post-perovskite.

Although the discovery of perovskite to post-perovskite phase transi-
tion has opened new possibilities to explain the main characteristics of the
D” region, firm observational evidences of its existence in the lowermost
mantle are still lacking. Mineral physics suggests that post-perovskite can
be located in cooler regions characterized by a strong increase in dlnvs,
a small increase in dlnvp and a 1-2% increase in dlnρ (Oganov & Ono,
2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004a,b). A good geographical candidate, hence,
might be the circum-pacific belt (Wentzcovitch et al., 2006). However, this
hypothesis is not supported by density anomaly models of Ishii & Tromp
(1999) and Trampert et al. (2004) produced from the inversion of normal-
mode measurements. Indeed, they show a decrease of density variations,
anti-correlated with the increase of dlnvs, beneath the circum-pacific belt.
Then, the presence of piled up materials, perhaps iron-rich, at the basis
of the super-plumes has not fully accepted because they are not easily de-
tected seismically due to the limited resolution of the heterogeneity scale in
the deep interior (Bull et al., 2009). Additionally, very localized regions are
characterized by a faster compressional wave-speed variation than S-seismic
velocity perturbation beneath Siberia (e.g. Thomas & Kendall, 2002). They
might result from chemical variations which are not yet identified. These
points are some examples to highlight that the lowermost mantle is still a
mysterious region with many open questions and without widely accepted
answers.

Thorough reviews of seismological observations versus mineral physics
interpretations in the D” region are given by Romanowicz (2003), Lay et al.
(2004) and Lay & Garnero (2007), who provide also an overview of regional
studies.

The aim of this study is to give a new insight into the CMB and the D”
region based on lateral compressional and shear seismic velocities variations
obtained without an explicit depth inversion for dlnvp and dlnvs. These
images allow us to make a physical interpretation of seismic heterogeneities
and, thus, to address some controversial issues concerning the deep interior
of the Earth. This work has been possible by applying a new approach to
treat body wave measurements and using a new high-quality dataset. The
technique and the measurements are described in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3
we present our results in terms of P- and S-wave velocities lateral variations
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and ratio of shear to compressional wave-speed anomalies. Section 4.4 gives
general conclusions about the findings from this study. Furthermore, it
presents the statistical procedure for linking such seismic observations to a
mineral physics interpretation, showing promising results.

4.2 Method & Data

In the asymptotic limit it is possible to establish a duality between high
frequency normal-modes and propagating body waves. This suggests to
apply the path-average approximation, typically used for normal-modes, to
body wave delay times in a spherically symmetric Earth. The travel-time
residual as a function of ray parameter p is then the average of a local
two-way vertical travel-time perturbation, δτ(p, θ, φ), between source and
receiver:

δT (p) =
1

∆

∫ ∆

0
δτ(p, θ, φ)d∆ (4.2.1)

where ∆ is the epicentral distance and θ and φ are the colatitude and
longitude, respectively. The local two-way vertical travel-time perturbation
is related to the velocity structure:

δτ(p, θ, φ) = −2

∫ a

rbot

K(r)
δv(r, θ, φ)

v0(r)
dr (4.2.2)

with v0, the velocity in PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981); rbot, the
radius of the bottom point of the ray path; and a, the Earth’s radius. The
path-average kernel K(r) depends only on depth:

K(r) =
1

v(r)2
(

1

v(r)2
−
p2

r2
)−1/2. (4.2.3)

The importance of the path-average approach lies in its ability to decom-
pose easily the inverse problem into the lateral and radial parts of observed
travel-time residuals. Equation (4.2.1) enables the construction of local
two-way vertical travel-time residual maps as a function of ray parameter,
comparable to surface wave phase velocity maps as a function of frequency.
Then, δτ(p, θ, φ) can be inverted locally for depth (equation (4.2.2)). This
is a ”two-step” inversion similar to surface wave tomography. The first
step is the construction of δτ(p, θ, φ), a relatively well defined inverse pro-
blem, meaning that the longest structural wavelength are little affected to
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p [s/deg] Paths hbot[km] p [s/deg] Paths hbot[km]

Pdiff 253.0 10011 2891.00 Sdiff 479.0 10011 2891.00
P- 263.5 ± 0.5 3693 2767.84 S- 497.5 ± 0.5 1245 2756.05
P- 264.5 ± 0.5 5661 2749.17 S- 498.5 ± 0.5 1802 2746.25
P- 265.5 ± 0.5 5420 2741.24 S- 499.5 ± 0.5 2830 2741.07
P- 279.5 ± 0.5 1010 2597.10 S- 523.5 ± 0.5 439 2597.77
P- 280.5 ± 0.5 1061 2590.47 S- 524.5 ± 0.5 442 2591.78
P- 287.5 ± 0.5 1032 2510.60 S- 539.5 ± 0.5 475 2510.56
P- 288.5 ± 0.5 1031 2504.61 S- 540.5 ± 0.5 497 2502.54
P- 294.5 ± 0.5 884 2450.14 S- 548.5 ± 0.5 478 2453.28
P- 295.5 ± 0.5 883 2440.89 S- 549.5 ± 0.5 452 2447.85

Table 4.2.1: List of phase, number of ray paths and bottoming depth of the body
wave travel-time measurements used in the present study.

regularization in the inverse problem. The second step is the depth in-
version, less well constrained. A relevant advantage of the path-average
approach is the improvement of the resolution at depth range covered by
body wave data. Indeed, the sensitivity to seismic velocities structure is
concentrated at the bottom point of the ray path and is almost zero at other
depths. A disadvantage is that the theory is less precise than ray theory
and, therefore, the uncertainty on the inference increases. In a spherically
layered Earth, Mosca & Trampert (2009) investigated the validity of the
path-average approximation for body wave delay times in both the forward
and inverse problem. They found that the agreement between classical ray
theory and path-average theory is good for long wavelength structure and
quantified the uncertainty.

Since the two-way vertical travel-time perturbation is a local function,
we can expand it in spherical harmonics up to degree L:

δτ(p, θ, φ) =
L

∑

l=0

+l
∑

m=−l

cl,mΨl,m(θ, φ). (4.2.4)

where ψl,m is the spherical harmonic functions, l and m are the angular
and azimuthal order, respectively, and cl,m are the harmonic coefficients.
The spherical expansion of the two-way vertical travel-time perturbations
allows us to compare the lateral distribution of velocity heterogeneity at
the core-mantle boundary and few hundreds-km above it for both shear
and compressional wave data without an explicit inversion.

The ratio of shear to compressional velocity heterogeneities is defined
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as:

R(θ, φ) =
dlnvs(θ, φ)

dlnvp(θ, φ)
. (4.2.5)

Combining the last expression with equation (4.2.2) and assuming that
δv/v0 is constant over the narrow kernel K, we can easily estimate the
lateral variation of the seismologically observed parameter from the local
two-way vertical travel-time residual maps:

R(θ, φ) =
dτs(p, θ, φ)

∫ a
rbot

Kp(r)dr

dτp(p, θ, φ)
∫ a
rbot

Ks(r)dr
(4.2.6)

where Kp(r) and dτp(p, θ, φ) (Ks(r) and dτs(p, θ, φ)) are path-average ker-
nel and local two-way vertical travel-time perturbation for compressional
(shear) waves, respectively.

In the present work we used a body wave travel-time residual dataset
whose coverage is very good in the D” region (Ritsema, 2008, personal com-
munication). The data are corrected for crustal, ellipticity and relocation
corrections. They are measured from the maximum cross-correlation be-
tween the observed and predicted seismograms, where the predictions are
calculated from synthetic seismograms in PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson,
1981). The information about source and origin time is from the global
CMT catalogue (www.globalcmt.org).

To build travel-time residual maps we selected ray-paths with a constant
ray parameter such as to have a good coverage to expand up to degree 8
without too much sensitivity to regularization. This is possible only for
the diffracted phases (Pdiff and Sdiff ). For P- and S-phases we chose ray
paths characterized by a narrow range of p to ensure a good ray density
and negligible uncertainty. The chosen range of the ray parameter is ±0.5
s/deg. We found sufficient P- and S-phase rays bottoming from 120 to 450
km above the core-mantle boundary. The diffracted phases turn, of course,
at the CMB.

Table 4.2.1 shows phase, range of p, number of ray paths and turning
depth of the body wave data selected for a specific ray parameter. We
plotted the geographical distribution of the selected ray-paths in Figures
4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The ray coverage clearly decreases with decreasing depth,
especially in the lower hemisphere of the Earth. However, this does not
affect much the lateral expansion because we are only interested in the low
degrees.
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2440.11 km

2510.60 km 2504.61 km 2450.14 km

2741.24 km 2597.10 km 2590.47 km

2891.00 km 2767.84 km 2749.17 km

Figure 4.2.1: Geographical coverage of the selected compressional ray-paths at
different depths. The color of the path describes the value of the corresponding
measured travel-time residual: when |δT | ≤ 0.5s the ray is dark blue; for 0.5 <
|δT | ≤ 1s the ray is light blue; and it is green when |δT | ≥ 1s.
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2447.85 km

2510.56 km 2502.54 km 2453.28 km

P, 2741.07 km 2597.77 km 2591.78 km

2891.00 km 2756.05 km 2746.25 km

Figure 4.2.2: As Figure 4.2.1, but for the S-phase. When the shear ray is dark
blue |δT | is less than 1s; while the ray is light blue and green for1 < |δT | ≤ 5s
and |δT | ≥ 5s, respectively.

4.3 Results

In the previous section we illustrated the approach which allows us to esti-
mate the lateral variation of the local two-way vertical travel-time residual
maps and, thus, the lateral distribution of the ratio of shear to compres-
sional velocity anomalies. Furthermore, we introduced body wave mea-
surements which are able to constrain laterally velocity structure of the
lowermost mantle at various depths.

Using the path-average approach rays are ordered for a given epicentral
distance and at the bottoming point the depth resolution is very good
because of the nature of the path-average kernel as a function of radius
(equation (4.2.3)). The kernel depends only on depth and the sensitivity
to seismic wave-speed is concentrated at the turning point of the ray path
(Figure 4.3.1).
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Figure 4.3.1: Path-average kernels (equation (4.2.3)) as a function of depth and
ray parameter for P- (left panel) and S-phase (right panel). The blue curve is
relative to diffracted phases, Pdiff and Sdiff . In the legend the bottoming point
of the ray path, rather than the range of the ray parameter, is indicated.

By means of Equation (4.2.4) we expanded laterally P- and S-wave
two-way vertical travel-time residuals in spherical harmonic functions up
to degree 8. We chose this harmonic degree as a compromise of two consid-
erations. First, the path-average approach works well for long wavelength
structure. The agreement between this approximation and ray theory as
well as finite-frequency theory decreases with increasing heterogeneity scale
(Mosca & Trampert, 2009). Furthermore, as shown by Table 4.2.1, the
small number of ray paths for some specific range of ray parameter does
not allow us to resolve smaller-scale velocity structures.

In two next figures we show the lateral variation maps of compressional
and shear wave-speeds rather than dτp and dτs maps. We estimated the
velocity perturbation from dτp and dτs using equation (4.2.2) and assuming
δv/v0 constant over the narrow kernel. Figure 4.3.2 (Figure 4.3.3) displays
lateral maps of relative deviation from the average compressional (shear)
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2741.24 km 2597.10 km 2590.47 km

2891.00 km 2767.84 km 2749.17 km

Figure 4.3.2: Lateral variations of compressional seismic velocity at specific depths.
The perturbation is expressed in percent with respect to PREM.
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Figure 4.3.3: As Figure 4.3.2, but for Sdiff - and S-phases.
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γ VR (%) σ [s] γ VR (%) σ [s]

Pdiff 0.01 84.8 0.75 Sdiff 0.01 93.5 3.8
P- 0.01 96.4 1.0 S- 0.01 94.9 3.0
P- 0.01 96.4 1.0 S- 0.01 95.0 3.2
P- 0.01 96.6 1.0 S- 0.01 96.3 3.2
P- 0.01 95.1 1.2 S- 0.01 94.3 3.5
P- 0.01 95.1 1.3 S- 0.01 93.6 3.8
P- 0.01 93.9 1.0 S- 0.01 93.5 3.5
P- 0.01 93.9 1.0 S- 0.01 94.7 3.5
P- 0.01 88.4 0.99 S- 0.01 95.1 3.4
P- 0.01 91.5 0.94 S- 0.01 94.1 3.7

Table 4.3.1: Information about the construction of two-way vertical travel-time
residual maps. The phase, the damping parameter, the variance reduction and
the uncertainty are indicated.

wave velocity (PREM). Red regions denote slower than average and blue
regions denote faster than average velocity. Maps of dlnvs show typical
features of the shear velocity structures in the D” region: the slower than
average S-velocity perturbations beneath Pacific ocean and Africa and the
higher than average S-velocity anomaly structures of the circum-Pacific
ring. Despite compressional wave-speed heterogeneity models from global
inversion are relatively varied in the deep interior, our dlnvp images have a
relatively similar pattern to that of dlnvs maps. Indeed, images of Figure
4.3.2 are dominated by slower than average compressional velocity pertur-
bation in the central Pacific ocean.

To construct local two-way vertical travel-time residual maps we per-
formed the inversion for the spherical harmonic coefficients with the dam-
ped least square technique. The construction of these maps is a robust
(depends little on regularization) inverse problem as exhibited by the high
variance reduction in Table 4.3.1. This is higher than 85% for compres-
sional phases and 92% for shear phases applying a damping factor of 0.01.
Table 4.3.1 reports also the uncertainty of the observed travel-time resid-
ual data. It consists of the sum of two terms. The first contribution is
due to the spherical harmonic expansion of the two-way vertical travel-
time perturbation (equation (4.2.4)). It measures the discrepancy between
the observed travel-time residual and the theoretic delay time predicted by
the harmonic expansion. The second contribution is from the path-average
approach compared to ray theory (Mosca & Trampert, 2009). This term
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Figure 4.3.4: Histograms of seismic wave-speed perturbation maps as a function
of depth for compressional (left panel) and shear (right panel) phases.

is higher and, thus, dominant over the first one in the total uncertainty
of travel-time measurements. The error due to taking a range of p rather
than a single value in the construction of the maps is negligible. We found
that the error-bar of shear wave measurements is ∼ 3.5 s; while the error
for compressional data is equal to ∼ 1.0 s. The benefit of a good resolution
near the core is, thus, paid by a relatively large uncertainty. However, this
does not matter for our purpose.

Rather than looking at the maps (Figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) in a determin-
istic way, we analysed the maps statistically. In Figure 4.3.4 we binned the
dlnvp and dlnvs values and plotted the histograms at various depths. We
notice that for compressional phase the trend of these histograms does not
change with moving from the CMB to 450 km above the discontinuity. In
the right-hand plot dlnvs distributions from 2447 to 2756 km are centered
around 0.0 and very similar to each other. Although P-wave histograms
are characterized by a smaller amplitude than the amplitude of S-wave
distributions, the shape of histograms for P- and S-phases are comparable
to each other in D” region. The dlnvs distribution at the CMB however
is wider and shifted towards positive values. Looking at Figure 4.3.3 we
notice clearly that the pattern does not change with varying depth. The
only difference between maps at 2891 km and those at lower depths is the
amplitude which is twice higher in the former than in the latters.
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Figure 4.3.5: Histograms of the lateral variation of the ratio of shear to compres-
sional wave-speed anomalies at various depths of the lowermost mantle.

To test the dependence of the lateral distribution of dlnvp and dlnvs

on harmonic degree, we also estimated the compressional and shear lateral
wave-speed variation maps only for degrees 2 and 4. Their trend is very
similar to that of Figure 4.3.4. This was expected for shear phase because
S-wave velocity structures are dominated by degree-2 in the deep Earth.
The distribution of P- and S-wave speed variation maps, in general, appears
to be independent of the resolution of the expansion.

Using the expression (4.2.6) we calculated the ratio of shear to compres-
sional wave-speed anomalies at different depths in the lowermost mantle.
As we did for Figure 4.3.4, we binned the seismological parameter and Fig-
ure 4.3.5 shows these histograms. The distribution of R at the CMB is wider
and more shifted towards positive values than the other histograms and the
peak is between 2 and 3. Most authors are just interested in medium value
of these histograms which can vary a lot from study to study (e.g. Masters
et al., 2000). Deschamps & Trampert (2003) pointed out that the width
cannot only be due to seismic uncertainty and that it contains valuable
information. The histograms at depths lower than 2891 km appear to be
symmetric around zero and most values are included between -2.0 and 2.0.
These observations are confirmed by Table 4.3.2 which lists the probability
to have a specific value of this parameter within a fixed range. In par-
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Depth [km] P (R > 0.0) P (R < −2.0) P (R > 2.0)

2891.00 0.729 0.150 0.423
2756.05 0.696 0.159 0.263
2746.25 0.736 0.143 0.260
2741.07 0.705 0.163 0.220
2597.77 0.816 0.109 0.327
2591.78 0.648 0.142 0.282
2510.56 0.702 0.112 0.178
2502.54 0.751 0.107 0.262
2453.28 0.679 0.130 0.230
2447.85 0.755 0.105 0.266

Table 4.3.2: Probability to have a value of the ratio of shear to compressional
wave-speed anomalies R within a specific range: R > 0 in the second column,
R < −2.0 in the third and R > 2.0 in the fourth one.

ticular, the positive tail at the CMB is much longer than the tail of the
other histograms. This is a clue on the nature of seismic anomalies. The
negative tail of the distributions is less pronounced than the positive tail.
Furthermore, the probability to have R > 2.0 decreases with decreasing
depth.

4.4 Discussion & Conclusions

Using the path-average approach, body wave travel-time measurements can
be inverted in two steps. The first step is the construction of local two-way
vertical travel-time maps as a function of ray parameter, a very well defined
inverse problem; and the second step is the depth inversion of these maps
(Mosca & Trampert, 2009). An advantage of the path-average approach is
the good resolution at depths covered by body waves because of the trend
of the path-average kernel as a function of radius.

We used a dataset of body wave delay times which allow a good cover-
age in the lowermost mantle. Therefore, combining the advantages of the
path-average approach with this dataset we built lateral shear and com-
pressional seismic velocities maps at the core-mantle boundary as well as
at various depths within the D” region. The consistency of these maps is
given by the high variance reduction obtained from the inversion for the
spherical harmonic coefficients. From histograms of P- and S-wave seismic
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velocities variation maps (Figure 4.3.4), easily calculated from the corre-
sponding travel-time residual maps, the trend of the distribution for both
the compressional and shear phases is almost unchanged from 2447 to 2756
km. The origin of seismic velocity structure appears, therefore, not to
vary within this depth range. At the CMB the S-wave histogram is more
shifted towards positive values and wider. This trend, together with the
unchanged lateral variation of vp in the D” region, determines the high
positive value of the ratio of shear to compressional wave-speed anomalies
R at 2891 km. One possible explanation for such high values of R is the
existence of post-perovskite and perovskite at the CMB.

We explored a robust approach to link seismological observations with
such a mineral physics interpretation. Using a Monte Carlo search at a
fixed pressure corresponding to a particular depth, we can generate ran-
dom thermal and compositional mixtures parametrized as combinations
of reasonable fractions of minerals in the lower mantle. These miner-
als are magnesio-wustite, (Fe-Mg)-perovskite, Ca-perovskite, Al-perovskite
and (Mg, Fe, Al)-post-perovskite. Using the equation-of-state given in
Stixrude & Lithgow-Bertelloni (2005) together with mineral elastic param-
eters taken from Xu et al. (2008) and Stixrude (2009, personal communica-
tion), we calculated the density, compressional velocity and shear velocity
variations between two random models and, finally, the seismologically ob-
served ratio. Since R depends simultaneously on dlnvs and dlnvp, the
comparison of the distribution of this parameter between seismic data and
synthetic compositional mixture can be used to distinguish which compo-
sitions explain better seismic heterogeneity.

The first results strongly support the presence of post-perovskite at the
CMB. In Figure 4.4.1 we binned the probability that the synthetic value of
R fit the seismological histogram of Figure 4.3.5 in presence post-perovskite
(red histograms) and without post-perovskite (light blue histograms). The
agreement between mineral physics and seismic data clearly is much better
when we consider a mixture of perovskite and post-perovskite. Further-
more, comparing random compositional models and seismic observations
the range of temperature variation, which fits the histograms in Figure
4.3.5, appears to be up to 500 K at 2891 km and up to 300 K at 2741 km.

Although these results are not final and the investigation is in progress,
they are promising to make a robust interpretation of seismic heterogene-
ity in terms of thermal and chemical variations in the lowermost mantle
without an explicit depth inversion, but mainly considering row data.
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Figure 4.4.1: Probability that the ratio of shear to compressional seismic velocities
anomalies R calculated from 100000 models of random compositional mixture fit
the ratio calculated from seismic observations. Synthetic mineral physics models
are estimated at pressure 135 GPa, corresponding to 2891 km, for a range of tem-
peratures between 2300 and 4800 K. Magnesio-wustite data are from Xu et al.
(2008), and perovskite and post-perovskite data are from Stixrude (2009, personal
communication). Red histograms are obtained for a mixture of perovskite and
post-perovskite; whereas, light blue histograms are characterized only by the pres-
ence of perovskite. The number of models that fit seismological evidences with a
level of confidence higher than 80% are 2627 and 174 over 100000 for red and blue
distributions, respectively.
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Chapter 5

Seismic tomography using
the Neighbourhood
Algorithm

Summary

In the last five years probabilistic tomography has provided a quantitative
assessment of the accuracy and the uniqueness of seismic models (Resovsky
& Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al., 2004). It is based on the Neighbour-
hood Algorithm, a full model space search method which investigates a
multi-dimensional parameter space. It then infers probability density func-
tions (i.e., a full uncertainty analysis) from all models using Bayesian in-
ference. It has been applied to invert surface wave phase velocity maps
and normal-mode splitting functions for long wavelength structures of the
Earth. Following the approach of Mosca & Trampert (2009) we can use a
uniform formalism for body waves, surface waves and normal-modes. This
allows us to separate the radial and lateral parts of the inverse problem.
The construction of two-way vertical travel-time residual maps, phase ve-
locity maps and splitting function maps is a robust defined inverse problem.
Their depth inversion is less well constrained, but the number of unknowns
is limited and, thus, suitable for Monte Carlo methods, and particularly
the Neighbourhood Algorithm.

We constructed models of compressional, shear wave-speeds, density
and topographic perturbations with consistent uncertainty estimations in-
verting body wave, surface wave and free oscillation data. To test the
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reliability of our maps we compared them to those of Resovsky & Tram-
pert (2003). We found that the agreement in terms of pattern is good,
but the amplitude and the error-bars are higher than those of Resovsky
& Trampert (2003). Furthermore, we calculated the correlation between
parameters and the root-mean-square amplitude of seismic velocities and
density variations. They indicate, clearly, the dual nature, thermal and
chemical, of the heterogeneity in the lower mantle.

5.1 Introduction

The goal of seismic tomography is to reconstruct the 3-D Earth structure.
This means solving an inverse problem and, thus, estimating the model
(the 3-D Earth) from a set of measurements (observables from seismo-
grams). The information in earthquake records allows us to construct differ-
ent datasets which constrain the Earth’s interior at different depths. Body
waves travel deeper through the mantle than surface waves and, hence,
they are suitable to resolve structures of the lower mantle (Zhou, 1996;
van der Hilst et al., 1997; Vasco & Johnson, 1998; Bijwaard & Spakman,
2000; Boschi & Dziewonski, 2000; Masters et al., 2000; Karason & van der
Hilst, 2001; Grand, 2002). The upper mantle up to transition zone is well
imaged by surface wave data (Trampert & Woodhouse, 1996; Laske & Mas-
ters, 1996; Zhang & Lay, 1996; Ekstrom et al., 1997; Ritzwoller & Levshin,
1998; Shapiro & Ritzwoller, 2002; Visser et al., 2008). Free oscillation split-
ting functions map long wavelength anomalies from the uppermost mantle
to the inner core (He & Tromp, 1996; Masters et al., 1999; Resovsky & Ritz-
woller, 1999a). Combining body waves, surface waves and normal-modes
gives us the possibility to image the whole interior (Su et al., 1994; Ritsema
et al., 1999; Megnin & Romanowicz, 2000; Gu et al., 2001). Furthermore,
normal-mode measurements have a sensitivity to the Earth’s density struc-
ture which is very weak in surface waves and absent in body waves (Ishii
& Tromp, 1999; Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999b; Romanowicz, 2001; Kuo &
Romanowicz, 2002; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003).

Mapping the mantle is only one task of seismic tomography. The other
goal is to make a quantitative assessment of the accuracy and the unique-
ness of the seismic models. Snieder & Trampert (1999) called this solving
the appraisal problem. Each model obtained from inverse theory differs
from the real Earth and its uncertainty quantifies how much that differ-
ence is. Indeed, this discrepancy occurs because the inverse problem is
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ill-conditioned and ill-posed. The ill-conditioning means that a small er-
ror in the data propagates into a large variation in the solution (Tikhonov,
1963). Saying the solution is ill-posed is equivalent to state it is non-unique
(Backus & Gilbert, 1970). The reason of this is that the model space is con-
tinuous, but measurements are described by discrete, and not continuous,
functions. They, hence, do not resolve the entire model space and more
than one solution can fit the same data (Deal et al., 1999). To limit the
ill-conditioning and ill-posedness of the inversion it is common to impose
some kind of regularization. There are, however, no objective criteria how
to choose the most suitable regularization and so this is applied according
to the subjectivity of the seismologist. The generalized least squares (e.g.,
Tarantola & Valette, 1982), one of the most common techniques for solving
the inverse problem, provides a unique solution because the regularization
turns the ill-posed problem into a well-posed one. This underestimates the
uncertainty of the model in the presence of a null space.

Monte Carlo methods offer a better tool independent of classical regu-
larization and a full quantitative assessment of the solution. Among them,
a recent technique, called the Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA), is very suit-
able for solving the inverse problem of seismic tomography. It is a di-
rect pseudo-random model search method for linear or highly non-linear
problem and consists of two stages. The first stage widely explores the
model space and generates all possible solutions compatible with the data
(Sambridge, 1999a). The second stage infers the probability density func-
tions (pdfs) from the models of the former stage (Sambridge, 1999b). The
strength of this algorithm is the computation of consistent error-bars of the
estimated model because they take into account the entire model space.

A further advantage of the Neighbourhood Algorithm is the possibil-
ity to investigate efficiently a multi-dimensional space and, thus, to invert
seismic velocities and density variations simultaneously. This point is very
important because it allows us to construct models of compressional, shear
wave-speeds and density structures together. Inverting vp, vs and ρ simul-
taneously is extremely difficult with the damped least squares because its
solution would be too unstable (Resovsky & Trampert, 2002).

Even if the NA can widely explore a multi-dimensional space, its effi-
ciency, and generally the efficiency of all Monte Carlo methods, decreases
with increasing number of parameters due to what is called the curse of
dimensionality (Curtis & Lomax, 2001). Indeed, the higher the number of
unknowns, the longer the computational time. The NA is considered to be
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efficient with a moderate size model space (< 40 parameters).

The application of this algorithm to seismic tomography has been re-
ferred to as probabilistic tomography and has been used for inverting sur-
face waves and normal-modes (Beghein et al., 2002; Beghein & Trampert,
2003; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003; Deschamps & Trampert, 2003; Trampert
et al., 2004; Visser et al., 2008). For these datasets it is straightforward
to reduce the inverse problem into a small number of unknowns, an im-
portant condition for an efficient space sampling. Indeed, the construction
of phase velocity and splitting function maps is a relatively robust inverse
problem requiring no regularization for low spherical harmonics. The depth
inversion is less well constrained, but characterized by a limited number of
parameters and, thus, it is suitable to be solved by the NA. So far body
wave measurements have not been incorporated into probabilistic tomogra-
phy, but they would increase the depth resolution in the lower mantle. It
is not easy to decompose the inverse problem of body waves in radial and
lateral components. Indeed, such measurements are often analyzed with
ray theory which spans the 3-D Earth producing a number of unknowns
too large for Monte Carlo techniques.

Mosca & Trampert (2009) tested an approach for long wavelength struc-
tures with which to build vertical travel-time residual maps as a function
of ray parameter and then invert them locally for depth using the path-
average approximation. This allows us to treat body waves with the same
formalism of surface waves and free oscillations. This is a ”two-step inver-
sion”: the well constrained inversion for lateral variations and the depth
inversion solvable by the NA.

In the following section we introduce the uniform formalism to invert the
three datasets together. Then we discuss measurements and parametriza-
tion used in this study. In Section 4 we present the most likely model of
seismic velocities and density anomalies with corresponding uncertainty.
We compare our model with that of Resovsky & Trampert (2003) obtained
without body waves. Section 5 gives general conclusions.

5.2 Method

To use body waves, surface waves and free oscillations within probabilistic
tomography it is necessary to find a uniform formalism for these datasets.

Mosca & Trampert (2009) proposed and tested an alternative approach
to classical ray theory for body wave travel-time residuals. In a spherically
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layered Earth the ray-mode duality offers the possibility to apply the path-
average approximation to body wave delay times and, therefore, to separate
easily the radial and lateral components of the travel-time measurements
in long wavelength structures. The observed delay time as a function of
ray parameter is the average of the local two-way vertical travel-time per-
turbation δτ(p, θ, φ) between source and receiver:

δT (p) =
1

∆

∫ ∆

0
δτ(p, θ, φ)d∆ (5.2.1)

and the local two-way vertical travel-time perturbation is related to the

radial velocity perturbation
δv(r, θ, φ)

v0(r)
with respect to PREM (Dziewonski

& Anderson, 1981):

δτ(p, θ, φ) = −2

∫ a

rbot

K(r)
δv(r, θ, φ)

v0(r)
dr (5.2.2)

with K(r), the path-average kernel depending only on depth; v0, the veloc-
ity in PREM; rbot, the radius of the bottom point of the ray path; and a,
the Earth’s radius.

We can, therefore, separate the radial and lateral components of the
velocity perturbations. The two-way vertical travel-time can be expanded
in spherical harmonics up to degree L:

δτ(p, θ, φ) =

L
∑

l=0

+l
∑

m=−l

cl,mΨl,m(θ, φ). (5.2.3)

By virtue of (5.2.2), the coefficients cl,m are a function of depth and can be
written as:

cl,m =

K
∑

k=1

ckl,mfk(r). (5.2.4)

Using equations (5.2.3) and (5.2.4), ckl,m are the K unknowns of the depth
inversion for the spherical component (l,m). This means solving an inver-
sion with a lower number of parameters than that produced by ray theory.
Indeed, ray theory spans the lateral and radial parts of the travel-time
residuals simultaneously and, thus, the unknowns ckl,m are K(L+ 1)2.
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We have unified the formalism for body waves, surface waves and free
oscillations through the path-average approximation for observed travel-
time residuals. Indeed, measured delay times (equation (5.2.1)), splitting
functions and phase perturbations are expanded laterally in spherical har-
monics where the ray parameter of body wave residuals has the same role
of frequency for surface wave and normal-mode data. Then, the local per-
turbation δd(θ, φ) is linearly related to the Earth’s structure m = (vp, vs, ρ)
through the kernel Km:

δd(θ, φ) =

∫ a

0
Kmδm(r, θ, φ)dr. (5.2.5)

This expression is given by equation (5.2.2) for body wave measurements.
For free oscillations δd(θ, φ) is the splitting function:

η(θ, φ) =

∫ a

0
dr(Kvp

δvp

vp
(r, θ, φ) +Kvs

δvs

vs
(r, θ, φ) +

+ Kρ
δρ

ρ
(r, θ, φ)) +Kcmbdrcmb +Ktzdrtz. (5.2.6)

where Kvp , Kvs, Kρ are the volumetric structure kernels for P-wave, S-
wave speeds and density; Kcmb and drcmb (Ktz and drtz) are the boundary
derivative and radial variation for the core-mantle (670-km) discontinuity;
and a is the Earth’s radius.

For surface waves the local perturbation of the equation (5.2.5) is the
local phase perturbation:

dc(θ, φ)

c0
=

∫ a

0
dr(Kvp

δvp

vp
(r, θ, φ) +

+ Kvs

δvs

vs
(r, θ, φ) +Kρ

δρ

ρ
(r, θ, φ)) +Kcmbdrcmb +Ktzdrtz

(5.2.7)

with Kvp ,Kvs ,Kρ, Frechet kernels for P-wave , S-wave velocities and den-
sity, respectively; c0, the phase velocity in the reference model.

The construction of two-way vertical travel-time residual maps, phase
velocity maps and splitting function maps is a relatively robust inverse
problem depending little on the chosen regularization for the low spherical
harmonic degrees. The depth inversion is less well constrained, but repre-
sented by a small number of unknowns which is suitable to be solved by
the Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA). We refer the reader to both Sambridge
(1999a,b) for a complete explanation about this technique and Chapter 2
for its application in the present study.
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5.3 Data & Parametrization

The measurements used in this study consist of body waves, free oscillations
and surface waves with associated uncertainty. Table 5.3.1 lists the type
(seismic phase for body waves, the mode for surface waves and normal-
modes) and the number of data.

We worked with a large dataset of body wave travel-time residuals
corrected for crustal, ellipticity and relocation corrections (Ritsema 2008,
personal communication). They are measured from the maximum cross-
correlation between the observed and predicted seismograms, where the
predictions are calculated from synthetic seismograms in PREM. The in-
formation about source and origin time is from the global CMT catalogue
(http://www.globalcmt.org).

To build reliable travel-time residual map δτ(p, θ, φ) we selected ray
paths for a narrow range of ray parameter to have a good ray coverage.
Following this criteria we used P-,Pdiff and PP-phases on the vertical com-
ponent seismogram; and S-, Sdiff , SS- and SSS-phases on the horizontal
component orthogonal to the radial one. The diffracted ray paths have a
constant ray parameter; P- and S-phases are characterized by a range of the
ray parameter equal to 1 s/deg; and for PP-, SS- and SSS-phases ∆p = 5
s/deg. We have 44 compressional and 46 shear travel-time residual maps.

The uncertainty of the travel-time maps contains two uncertainties. The
first contribution is due to the spherical harmonic expansion of the two-
way vertical travel-time perturbation (equation (5.2.3)). It measures the
discrepancy between the observed travel-time residual and the theoretic
delay time predicted by the harmonic expansion. The second contribution
defines the deviation of the path-average approach from ray theory (Mosca
& Trampert, 2009). This term is higher and, thus, dominant over the first
one in the total uncertainty of travel-time measurements. The uncertainty
due to taking a range of p rather than a single value in the construction
of the maps is negligible. We found that error-bars of shear body wave
measurements are less than 4.0 s. In detail, the uncertainty of S-phase is
∼ 3.5 s; whereas, it is ∼ 1.7 and ∼ 0.8 s for SS- and SSS-phases, respectively.
Concerning the compressional data their error is included between 0.8 and
1.5 s. We assumed that the travel-time residual uncertainty is equally
divided into spherical harmonic components.

We used spheroidal splitting measurements with corresponding uncer-
tainty below 3mHz from Deuss (2009, personal communication). The sen-
sitivity kernels for seismic velocities, density and boundary perturbations
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Body wave measurements

Phase # data Phase # data

P 11 S 3
Pdiff 1 Sdiff 1
PP 32 SS 39

SSS 3

Surface wave measurements

Mode # data Mode # data

0 9 3 10
1 14 4 7
2 13

Normal-mode measurements

Mode # data, l=2 # data, l=4 # data, l=6

0 16 14 13
1 9 7 5
2 6 6 6
3 2 2 0
4 5 3 1
5 3 3 3

Table 5.3.1: The first and the second (and the third and the fourth) column lists
the type (phase for body waves, mode for surface waves and normal-modes) and
the number of data used in the inversion, respectively.

are described in Resovsky & Ritzwoller (1998). We excluded data with sen-
sitivity to the inner core and neglected the interaction between multiplets.
Therefore, normal-mode splitting functions are expanded in spherical har-
monics for even degrees up to 6. We used 41 splitting coefficients at degree
2, 35 measurements at degree 4 and 28 at degree 6. They are corrected for
the crust using the model CRUST5.1 (Mooney et al., 1998).

Surface wave data are from Visser et al. (2008). We considered 53
fundamental and higher mode Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps expanded
into spherical harmonics with their uncertainty and the associated kernels.
Since the crustal effects are too strong for periods lower than 50s to be
properly corrected, we excluded high frequency fundamental modes as well
as the fifth and sixth overtones which have a strong crustal components
(Bozdag & Trampert, 2008). We applied the crustal corrections to surface
wave measurements using the model CRUST5.1.
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Combining the data together we worked with 184 maps at l = 2, 178 at
l = 4 and 171 at l = 6. Surface waves and free oscillations also provide in-
formation for estimating topography perturbations. We solved topographic
variations at 670 km depth (tz) and at the core-mantle boundary (cmb).

To image the Earth’s structure we parametrized the lateral hetero-
geneities in spherical harmonics, as explained in Section 5.2. Since we have
splitting functions for even harmonic degrees up to 6, we parameterized
laterally the mantle’s structure at l = 2, 4, 6.

The most suitable number of splines depends on several considerations.
First, using the path-average approach the body wave data coverage is good
only at certain depths. Then, surface wave measurements have a good
depth resolution in the upper mantle up to the transition zone. However,
the advantage of a fine parametrization is lost because free oscillations allow
us to constrain only large-scale structure of the mantle. Last, we inverted
simultaneously for seismic wave-speeds, density and topographic perturba-
tions which strongly increase the dimensionality of the model space. We,
therefore, parametrized the depth range of the mantle into 10 spline func-
tions which are a compromise of the above considerations. More details on
the data and their parametrization can be found in Chapter 2.

5.4 Seismic wave velocities and density variation
models

We applied the Neighbourhood Algorithm to each spherical harmonic com-
ponent separately. Given our choice of 10 splines, we have 10 radial un-
knowns for dlnvp, 10 for dlnvs, 10 for dlnρ and 2 for topographic pertur-
bation, drcmb and drtz, for a harmonic coefficient. This means working in
a 32-dimensional model space.

We fixed the range of dlnvp to (-0.01;+0.01), the range of dlnvs and
dlnρ to (-0.02;+0.02) and the range of drcmb and drtz to (-0.2;+0.2) km.
We selected these specific bounds based on several tests. Furthermore, the
most likely model produced by Resovsky & Trampert (2003) within one
standard deviation lies in our ranges of parameter space.

We then tuned the control parameters of the two stages of the NA. For
the sampling stage we fixed the tuning parameters, ns and nr, to 25 and
6, respectively; the number of iterations Nit = 10000 and the number of
initial models ninit = 100. We, therefore, generated 250100 models for the
search stage. We worked with Nw = 5 and Nc = 600, the two control
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parameters of the appraisal stage, so that we re-sampled 141000 models
with 48 processors.

The output of the appraisal stage consists of 1-D and 2-D marginal
probability density functions. We estimated the most likely model with the
associated uncertainty from the 1-D marginal of the parameters. The 2-D
likelihoods show the trade-off between parameters.

It is straightforward to evaluate bulk velocity variations, dlnvc, from
the 1-d marginal of dlnvp and dlnvs using the following expression:

dlnvc =
dlnvp − γdlnvs

1 − γ
(5.4.1)

where γ =
4v2

s

3vp
2
∼ 0.4. We drew 10000 random deviates from 1-D marginals

for each spherical and spline component with which to calculate ckl,m(dlnvc).

Two important statistical parameters which can relate seismic observ-
ables and density anomalies to thermo-chemical variations are the correla-
tion between dlnvs−lnvp, dlnvs−dlnρ and dlnvs−dlnvc and the root-mean-
square (RMS) amplitude of dlnvp, dlnvs, dlnρ and dlnvc. We estimated
them with the approach described for bulk sound velocity anomalies. We
generated, therefore, 10000 random normally distributed coefficients ckl,m
from their 1-D marginals and summed the spherical harmonic components
to obtain the correlation and amplitude at the desired depth.

Looking at Figure 5.4.1, green histograms describe the correlation be-
tween dlnvs and dlnvp. This is positive at any depth because they both
mostly depend on the rigidity, µ. The shear and density anomalies are
poorly correlated or completely uncorrelated in the entire mantle (light
blue distributions). Together with the positive dlnvs − dlnvp correlation,
the other important feature of this figure is the negative correlation be-
tween shear and bulk sound velocities perturbations (red distributions).
The probability to have a positive number for this correlation is less than
0.26. Since vc depends on both the bulk modulus and the density, the
opposite sign between green and red histograms is a clue on the chemical
nature of heterogeneities of the mantle (Karato & Karki, 2001; Forte &
Mitrovica, 2001).

Figure 5.4.2 shows the RMS amplitude distributions of dlnvp, dlnvs,
dlnρ and dlnvc. First, we immediately notice blue histograms assume the
lowest values, whereas green distributions are the widest. The reason of this
is the following. Density constraints are very weak compared to constraints
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Figure 5.4.1: Normalized probability distributions of the correlation between
dlnvs−dlnvp (green histograms), dlnvs−dlnρ (blue histograms) and dlnvs−dlnvc

(red histograms) at depths associated to spline. The darker regions denote the
overlapping between histograms.
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Figure 5.4.2: As Figure 5.4.1, but for the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of
P-wave velocity (blu histograms), S-wave velocity (red histograms), density (green
histograms) and bulk sound velocity (magenta histograms) variations.
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on seismic wave-speeds, thus the density structures are less well resolved
by the data and they can assume large spectrum of values. The RMS

amplitude distribution gives an idea of the ratios R =
dlnvs

dlnvp
and ξ =

dlnρ

dlnvs

at various depths. In the upper mantle it is very probable that R is less than
2.0, then its value increases with increasing depth; and in the lowermost
mantle it can assume values between 2.0 and 3.5, in agreement with previous
studies (Masters et al., 2000; Romanowicz, 2001; Ritsema & van Heijst,
2002; Deschamps & Trampert, 2003). The range (0.5;1.0) for the ratio ξ is
favoured from the uppermost to the mid-mantle; then in the lower mantle
assuming numbers between 0.5 and 1.5 becomes more likely. Therefore,
Figure 5.4.2, and especially the high values of ξ in the lower mantle, is
a further indication of chemical heterogeneity in the Earth’s deep interior
with which to explain seismic anomalies.

Figure 5.4.3 shows the most likely model of compressional velocity (first
column), shear velocity (second column), density (third column) and bulk
sound velocity (fourth column) perturbations with respect to PREM at
specific depths. This is only one specific solution among all possible so-
lutions sampled by the NA. Although some features agree with previous
studies, the traditional tomographic tool of mapping the single optimum
model is not adequate to describe the results from the Neighbourhood Al-
gorithm. Indeed, the power of this technique is the representation of seismic
constraints as a probability density function. Therefore, Figures 5.4.1 and
5.4.2 give more information than Figure 5.4.3 because they count for all
models fitting the data within the parameter space from a probabilistic
viewpoint.

We have not presented the results of topographic inversion even if per-
turbations at the CMB and 670-km discontinuity are very well resolved by
the data within the range (−0.2; 0.2) km. Indeed, we performed an inver-
sion in a high dimensional model space so that these results are not stable
because they change substantially with varying the boundaries of seismic
observables and the turning parameters (see Chapter 2). In all cases, we
found little trade-off between the boundary perturbations and the other
model parameters, indicating that their precise value is not affecting the
inferences for wave-speed and density. Furthermore, the topography of
both the core-mantle boundary (Morelli & Dziewonski, 1987; Rodgers &
Wahr, 1993; Obayashi & Fukao, 1997; Vasco & Johnson, 1998; Boschi &
Dziewonski, 2000; Garcia & Souriau, 2000; Sze & van der Hilst, 2003) and
the 670-km discontinuity (Gu & Dziewonski, 2001; Kustowski et al., 2008;
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Figure 5.4.3: Compressional wave-speed (first column), shear wave-speed (second
column), density (third column) and bulk sound wave-speed (fourth column) per-
turbation maps at seven depths. Measurements were calculated for even degrees
2, 4 and 6. Perturbations are given in percent with respect to PREM.
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Meier et al., 2009) are very debated in the seismological community and
there are often discrepancies in terms of amplitude and pattern between
topographic variation models.

5.4.1 Consistency with other probabilistic tomography mo-
dels

To check the reliability of the results of the present study we compared them
with the model of Resovsky & Trampert (2003), referred to as RT03. In
the framework of probabilistic tomography the authors elaborated the first
model of density and seismic velocities variations with the Neighbourhood
Algorithm technique using surface wave and normal-mode measurements.
They parametrized the radial perturbations in 5 layers because of com-
putational requirements (24-420, 420-670, 670-1200, 1200-2000, 2000-2891
km).

We generated random deviates from our 1-D marginals and averaged
the 10 radial components over the five layers for each spherical coefficient
with which to make an efficient comparison.The amplitude of RT03 is lower
than amplitude of our images, however the correlation between them is
reasonably good as illustrated by next two figures.

As for Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, we built histograms of the correlation
coefficient and the RMS amplitude of our results (light blue distribution of
Figures 5.4.4 and 5.4.5) and model RT03 (red distribution of Figures 5.4.4
and 5.4.5). In Figure 5.4.4 the overlapping of red and blue histograms,
described by the dark blue area, is partial at any depth, except at the
CMB where the distributions are perfectly superimposed. Since the cor-
relation coefficient allows us to make a physical interpretation of seismic
anomalies in terms of thermo-chemical variations, the small shifts between
the two histograms in Figure 5.4.4 might suggest additional features about
temperature and compositional anomalies in the mantle. The most visible
discrepancies concern the correlation distribution of the bulk sound varia-
tion and the layer 1200-2000 km, whose coverage could be improved by the
presence of body waves. Although body wave data cover also the lower-
most mantle, their contribution does not affect the correlation distribution
of dlnvs − dlnvp, dlnvs − dlnρ and dlnvs − dlnvc at the bottom layer.

Figure 5.4.5 describes the distribution of the RMS amplitude for the two
models. It is clear that maps of our study are characterized by a higher
amplitude, especially for shear wave-speed and density anomalies where
the difference between the two histograms is up to a factor of 2. For com-
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Figure 5.4.4: As Figure 5.4.1, but for five layers rather than at specific depths.
Light blue histograms describe the correlation coefficient of the model presented
in this study; and red histograms are the correlation distributions of the model of
Resovsky & Trampert (2003). The overlapping between histograms is described
by dark blue.
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Figure 5.4.5: As Figure 5.4.4, but for the RMS amplitude distributions.
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pressional and bulk sound velocity anomalies the gap between histograms
increases in the lower mantle.

The discrepancies between the present work and RT03, especially in
terms of amplitude, are due to the different data and the choice of differ-
ent space boundaries. While the surface waves of van Heijst et al. (1999)
are similar to those of Visser et al. (2008), the normal-mode data of Deuss
(2009) have significantly higher amplitude than those of Resovsky & Ritz-
woller (1998). Body waves are completely absent in the RT03. Further-
more, we selected larger ranges of the unknowns than those in Resovsky &
Trampert (2003) and, thus, we performed a wider search of the space. For
this reason the error-bars of our model are also higher than those of RT03.

We did a further test to define how much the radial resolution between
our images parametrized with 10 splines and 5 layers changes. We used the
concept of information gain defined as the difference between the posterior
information and the prior information (Tarantola, 1987):

Igain = Ipost − Iprior. (5.4.2)

When this is negative seismic structures are not resolved by data. More-
over, the higher the information gain is, the more constrained the model
is. Figure 5.4.6 (and Figure 5.4.7) shows the trend of the information gain
of compressional (blue lines), shear (red lines) and density (green lines)
variations as a function of the spherical components for the 10 splines (and
5 layers). Clearly, using body waves does not increase the depth resolution
in the framework of probabilistic tomography. Indeed, at depths covered
by body wave measurements (Splines 5-8 and 10 of Figure 5.4.6) the in-
formation gain of some spherical components is slightly higher than that
at layers 1200-2000 and 2000-2891 km of Figure 5.4.7. However, in Figure
5.4.6 the trend of the information gain as a function of spherical harmonics
is very oscillating from the upper to the lowermost mantle compared to
its values for Splines 1 and 2. Indeed, this region of the mantle is well
resolved by surface wave data that we used. The range of the information
gain is mainly between 0.0 and 1.5 nat parametrizing radially with both
10 splines and 5 layers. The plots, therefore, are globally comparable to
each other and body wave measurements do not provide improvements in
the depth resolution of the lower mantle. It is, however, important to es-
tablish that body waves fully agree with inferences from surface waves and
normal-modes.
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Figure 5.4.6: The information gain defined as the difference between the prior and
posterior probability density functions for compressional (blue lines), shear (red
lines) and density (green lines) variations at certain depths. The x-axis is given
by the 27 spherical harmonic components at the even degrees l=2,4,6.
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Figure 5.4.7: As Figure 5.4.6, but for five mantle’s layers.

5.5 Discussion & Conclusion

Using the path-average approach body wave measurements can be treated
as surface wave and free oscillation data. In this way we built two-way ver-
tical travel-time perturbation maps as a function of ray parameter; then,
we inverted them locally for depth. The inverse problem of body wave
travel-time residuals, therefore, has been decomposed in two steps, sim-
ilar to surface wave and normal-mode tomography. The first one is the
construction of delay time maps, comparable to phase velocity and split-
ting function maps, which is a relatively well defined inverse problem. The
depth inversion, the second step, is less well constrained but characterized
by a small number of unknowns and, thus, it is suitable to apply Monte
Carlo methods. The application of the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sam-
bridge, 1999a,b), one of Monte Carlo methods, to seismic tomography has
been referred to as probabilistic tomography (Resovsky & Trampert, 2003;
Trampert et al., 2004). So far it has been used to invert normal-modes and
surface waves. Applying a common formalism to body wave, free oscilla-
tion and surface wave data allows us to incorporate also body waves into
probabilistic tomography.

The use of the NA, based on a full space search method, has many
advantages. First, it performs an efficient sampling of a multi-dimensional
model space included the null space. Therefore, it is very suitable to im-
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age P-, S-wave velocities and density variations simultaneously. Second,
although the NA requires to impose some prior constraints on the model,
such as parameter space bounds, they do not influence the solution as much
as the regularization in the damped least squares. Third, models compati-
ble with the data are converted into Bayesian probability density functions.
The power of the Neighbourhood Algorithm is this representation of seis-
mic constraints in probabilistic terms within the boundaries from which
we can extrapolate the maximum and the standard deviation of the pa-
rameters. This contrasts with the typical tool of seismic tomography (e.g.,
maps of seismic anomalies in Figure 5.4.3) which considers only a specific
model and, hence, it does not describe properly the entire model space.
From the point of view of probabilistic tomography it is more meaningful
to describe the results of the NA in terms of correlation coefficient and
RMS amplitude defined through random deviates from 1-D marginals be-
cause all the models are counted. Furthermore, both the correlation and
the RMS amplitude are good indicators to detect the presence of chemical
heterogeneities. Next step is to infer robust quantitative information about
temperature and chemical variations in the Earth’s interior combining the
model presented here and mineral physics evidences (Trampert et al., 2004;
Deschamps et al., 2007).

To check the reliability of our results, we compared them with the model
of Resovsky & Trampert (2003). In the context of probabilistic tomogra-
phy this has been the first model of P-, S-wave velocities and density het-
erogeneities obtained with surface wave and normal-mode measurements.
Although there are differences in terms of amplitude between images, the
comparison is relatively high and the conclusions achieved in Resovsky &
Trampert (2003) are fully confirmed by this study. We expected to increase
the depth resolution in the lower mantle incorporating body wave measure-
ments into probabilistic tomography. This did not happen as showed by
Figures 5.4.6 and 5.4.7. Indeed, using a finer radial parametrization (10
splines rather than 5 layers) did not improve the resolution at the depth
range covered by body wave measurements. The reason of this is the highly
dimensional (32-D in the present case) model space which makes the re-
sults from the NA strongly dependent on both the parameter bounds and
the tuning parameters of the algorithm. Indeed, the curse of dimensional-
ity quickly limits the size of the inverse problem. Monte Carlo methods,
and hence the neighbourhood algorithm, becomes computationally expen-
sive when the number of unknowns is high and prior constraints are weak
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(Curtis & Lomax, 2001). Making the prior information stronger could bias
the estimation of the model. For these reasons making an inversion with
the NA, without strong prior knowledge, is still limited to a small number
of parameters. This is either due to the data used here or a fundamental
sampling problem.

Note
Just before sending the thesis to press, we discovered a mistake in our

use of the splitting functions. We assumed the data to be in mHz, while

in fact the files contained values for
dω

ω
. This means that we neglected a

frequency depending scaling in the splitting functions. The calculations are
too long (several weeks) to re-run the model completely before sending the
thesis to press.

However, we verified on a few spherical harmonic coefficients that the
effect on the final model is minor. The reason is that the NA works with
the relative rather than the absolute misfits. We are currently re-running
the whole model before submitting thsi chapter to a scientific journal.
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Thermo-chemical
interpretation of
probabilistic tomography
models

Summary

One of the crucial points in Earth science is linking seismic data with
mineral physics evidences which with to improve our knowledge on the
dynamics and evolution of the mantle. Combining tomographic models
and mineral physics data allows us to infer thermo-chemical heterogeneity
in the lower mantle. These inferences are consistent only if the two fol-
lowing requirements are satisfied. First, the compositional heterogeneity
has to be constrained using density variation model independent of wave-
speeds variation models. Indeed, the sensitivities of seismic wave velocities
to temperature and composition variations are too similar to each other
to be able to resolve the trade-off between temperature and composition.
Therefore, the addition of a density variation model, together with seismic
wave-speeds, is essential to constrain chemical anomalies. The second re-
quirement concerns the quantitative assessment of the accuracy of seismic
and mineral physics data. Indeed, if they have realistic uncertainty they
can provide a quantitative interpretation of seismic anomalies in terms of
thermo-chemical structure.

Probabilistic tomography (Trampert et al., 2004) produces a compact
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representation of density and seismic velocities as probability density func-
tions (pdfs) which can be described, therefore, by a mean and a stan-
dard deviation. Since also mineral physics data are expressed as pdfs, it
is straightforward to convert seismic pdfs into thermal and chemical pdfs
using mineral physics evidences.

We constructed a long wavelength model of temperature, volumetric
fraction of iron and perovskite variations using the density, shear and bulk
sound wave-speeds variation model of Chapter 5 and results on mantle
minerals from Trampert et al. (2001). To test the reliability of the thermo-
chemical model of this study we compared it with the model of Trampert
et al. (2004). The comparison is made by means of the correlation coefficient
and the root-mean-square amplitude of the two models. The agreement
between the two models is very good in terms of pattern, although the
images are characterized by a different amplitude.

6.1 Introduction

To understand the dynamics and evolution of the Earth one of the most
important ingredients is the knowledge of the thermo-chemical structure in
the lower mantle. In the last ten years it has been widely accepted that
seismic anomalies are due to, not only a thermal origin, but also a chemical
origin (Kellogg et al., 1999; Karato & Karki, 2001; Forte & Mitrovica, 2001;
Saltzer et al., 2001; Deschamps & Trampert, 2003; Trampert & van der
Hilst, 2005). The turning point was represented by the density variation
model of Ishii & Tromp (1999) produced with a new dataset of high quality
normal-mode measurements. For the first time 3-D density anomaly ima-
ges were mapped without any scaling factor between seismic velocities and
density and, thus, independently of compressional and shear wave-speeds.
The most surprising feature of their model was the anti-correlation between
S-phase velocity and density variations in the deep mantle. This contra-
dicted the thermal paradigm widely accepted for the lower mantle and
implied a less dominant role of the temperature perturbations and, thus,
an increasing role for chemical anomalies (Forte & Mitrovica, 2001; Karato
& Karki, 2001; Deschamps & Trampert, 2004). For the upper mantle there
is a general agreement that chemical perturbations do not significantly af-
fect the lateral variations of seismic velocities, which are more sensitive
to temperature anomalies (e.g. Deschamps et al., 2002; Cammarano et al.,
2003).
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From the viewpoint of seismology the importance of chemical hetero-
geneities in the lower mantle has been confirmed by several following studies
(e.g. Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999b; Forte & Mitrovica, 2001; Deschamps &
Trampert, 2003; Kuo & Romanowicz, 2002; Trampert et al., 2004). How-
ever, the crucial point is how to infer the Earth’s thermo-chemical structure
from seismological data. Robertson & Woodhouse (1996); Su & Dziewon-
ski (1997); Vasco & Johnson (1998); Kennett et al. (1998); Masters et al.
(2000); Saltzer et al. (2001); Ritsema & van Heijst (2002); Antolik et al.
(2003) estimated the ratio of compressional to shear velocity anomalies at
various depths to link seismological observations with compositional evi-
dences. Even if there is a general consensus on the radial value of this
parameter, its lateral distribution is still debated and images from different
studies appear to be different from each other in terms of both amplitude
and pattern. The reason of this is that the estimation of the seismologi-
cally observed parameter is consistent only if the geographical coverage of
P- and S-wave measurements is the same. This condition is very difficult
to reach in the lower mantle because compressional phases constraining the
deep interior are hard to read on a seismogram. For this reason the lower
mantle is better resolved by shear than compressional wave measurements.
Forte & Mitrovica (2001) used shear and bulk sound velocity variations
to map structures of temperature and composition. However, Deschamps
& Trampert (2003) demonstrated that their images were not sufficiently
robust due to the uncertainty computation. They then proposed a statisti-
cal approach to combine seismic wave-speeds anomaly model with mineral
physics data and, thus, to constrain thermo-chemical heterogeneities.

Mapping perturbations of temperature and composition in the lower
mantle requires first, a density variation model, together with wave veloc-
ities anomaly models, and second, the quantitative assessment of the ac-
curacy for such models and for mineral physics data (Trampert & van der
Hilst, 2005). These two conditions are, of course, strictly connected to each
other. Compressional and shear wave-speeds structures alone are not suffi-
cient to constrain chemical, temperature variations and phase transforma-
tions uniquely in the lower mantle because their sensitivity as a function
of depth is too similar to each other and, thus, they cannot resolve the
trade-off between temperature and composition. Since the sensitivity of
density has a different trend with varying depth its presence is essential
to resolve thermo-chemical heterogeneity of the lower mantle. Regarding
the second point, both tomographic variation maps and their sensitivities
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on thermo-chemical variations are indirect measurements achieved by some
specific techniques. Hence, they are associated with error-bars which are
not negligible. In particular, the approach to obtain tomographic images is
based on solving the inverse problem; while their sensitivities are calculated
using equation of state (EOS) modeling and experimental mineral physics
results. The computation of consistent error-bars for seismic data, together
with mineral physics evidences, is needed to explain the thermo-chemical
nature of heterogeneity.

Problems associated with the construction of independent models of
density and seismic velocities anomalies and the quantitative assessment
of their accuracy can be avoided with probabilistic tomography (Beghein
et al., 2002; Beghein & Trampert, 2003; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003; Tram-
pert et al., 2004). This is a relatively recent technique of seismic tomogra-
phy based on a multi-dimensional model space search. It provides a ro-
bust representation of seismic constraints as probability density functions
in Bayesian framework from which we can extrapolate the most likely value
and its uncertainty. It allows us to invert seismic wave velocities and den-
sity variations simultaneously and, hence, to construct independent models
of them with consistent error-bars. In this way it is straightforward to con-
vert the pdfs of these seismic variation models in terms of pdfs of chemical
and temperature anomalies using the sensitivities from mineral physics. In
the context of probabilistic tomography, Trampert et al. (2004) produced
the first thermo-chemical structure model of the lower mantle combining
tomographic images from Resovsky & Trampert (2003) and results on man-
tle minerals from Trampert et al. (2001). The strong connection between
probabilistic tomography and mineral physics, together with the conse-
quences for geodynamics, is reviewed in Trampert & van der Hilst (2005)
and Deschamps et al. (2007).

The model of Resovsky & Trampert (2003), referred here to as RT03,
has been obtained using surface wave and normal-mode measurements in
the framework of probabilistic tomography. Chapter 5 provides an updated
version of RT03 where also body wave data have been incorporating. The
goal of this chapter is to present images of temperature and composition
heterogeneities in the lower mantle combining wave-speeds and density va-
riation maps from Chapter 5 and mineral physics data from Trampert et al.
(2001).
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Figure 6.2.1: Partial derivatives of compressional wave-speed (blue lines), shear
wave-speed (red lines), bulk sound speed (green lines) and density (black lines)
perturbations to variations of temperature (top left-hand), volumetric fraction of
iron (top right-hand) and perovskite (bottom left-hand) as a function of depth
from the transition zone to the core-mantle boundary.

6.2 Data & Method

To quantify thermal-chemical variations using tomography results we ap-
ply the statistical approach of Deschamps & Trampert (2003). This means
evaluating temperature and compositional anomalies from a model of wave-
speeds and density perturbations through partial derivatives calculated
from mineral physics.

Such partial derivatives express the sensitivity of seismic wave veloci-
ties and density on temperature and composition. They are calculated as
a combination of experimental and theoretical data from mineral physics
(Trampert et al., 2001; Deschamps & Trampert, 2004). Due to our imper-
fect knowledge of the average profile of the temperature and composition as
well as the thermo-elastic parameters in equation of state modeling, such
sensitivities have an uncertainty which is not negligible. Hence, the partial
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derivatives are described by a mean and a standard deviation so that they
are Gaussian-distributed. As sources of compositional variations we use the
partial derivatives of Trampert et al. (2001) who considered the variation
of the volumetric fraction for perovskite, dPv, and iron, dFe, the most
important chemical contributions in the lower mantle. Other sources (e.g.,
volumetric fraction of calcium and aluminium) are relevant if we take into
account compositional variations at the second order. In Figure 6.2.1 we
show the sensitivities of compressional (blue lines), shear (red lines), bulk
sound (green lines) wave-speeds and density (black lines) perturbations on
temperature, iron and perovskite variations within their error-bars as a
function of depth. Clearly, the trend of the partial derivatives for seismic
velocities is very similar to each other. They are negative and increase
with increasing depth for dT . In the top right-hand and bottom left-hand
plots they decrease with increasing depth, but assume negative numbers
for dFe and positive values for dPv. The density has definitely a different
sensitivity. In particular, the trend of its partial derivatives to iron and
perovskite variations is very important. Looking at the top right-hand plot
the density sensitivities assume positive numbers, and not negative as the
wave-speed sensitivities. In the bottom left-hand plot it is characterized
by an opposite trend to that of velocities partial derivatives. This is a clue
on the importance of density anomaly model to constrain compositional
variation in the Earth’s interior.

Regarding seismic data, we used long wavelength wave-speeds and den-
sity variation maps from Chapter 5 produced in the framework of proba-
bilistic tomography. The strength of this relatively recent technique is the
robust representation of wave-speeds and density anomalies as probabil-
ity density function (pdf) from which we can calculate the most probable
value and its uncertainty (Beghein et al., 2002; Resovsky & Trampert, 2003;
Trampert et al., 2004). Maps of Chapter 5 were obtained inverting surface
wave, normal-mode and body wave measurements. The inverse problem
was performed applying the Neighbourhood Algorithm, a technique based
on a full model space search (Sambridge, 1999a,b). The parametrization
consists of a spherical harmonic expansion at even degrees l = 2, 4, 6 for
the lateral perturbations and a 10 spline function expansion for the radial
perturbations. The comparison between these maps and the model RT03
showed that the contribution of body waves did not increase the depth
resolution in the lower mantle. For this reason in the present chapter we
consider the radial parametrization of Resovsky & Trampert (2003) who
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divided the Earth’s mantle into five layers. Degree-6 maps of shear, bulk
sound velocities and density variations with respect to PREM (Dziewonski
& Anderson, 1981) for the layers in the lower mantle, (670-1200, 1200-2000,
2000-2891 km) and the associated error-bars are illustrated in Figure 6.2.2.
An important feature of these images is the uniformity of the lateral dis-
tribution of the uncertainties. Error-bars are equal to ∼ 30% the mean
itself.

Since both seismological and mineral physics data can be described
by pdfs around a certain mean with a specific width, the computation of
temperature, dT , and composition, dFe and dPv, variations is possible
solving a system of equations for the unknowns dT , dFe and dPv at the
first order:

dlnvs =
∂lnvs

∂T
dT +

∂lnvs

∂Fe
dFe+

∂lnvs

∂Pv
dPv

dlnvc =
∂lnvc

∂T
dT +

∂lnvc

∂Fe
dFe+

∂lnvc

∂Pv
dPv

dlnρ =
∂lnρ

∂T
dT +

∂lnρ

∂Fe
dFe+

∂lnρ

∂Pv
dPv.

(6.2.1)

with, vs, the shear wave-speed; vc, the bulk sound wave-speed; and ρ, the
density. In these equations we considered shear and bulk sound seismic
velocities. Although it is possible also to estimate thermo-chemical effects
on compressional and shear wave-speeds, the bulk sound velocity anomalies
can more directly separate temperature and chemical effects than compres-
sional velocity anomalies. The reason of this is that vp and vs both depend
on the modulus of rigidity, while vc depends on the bulk modulus.

The system written above can be linearly and easily inverted:

~d = Â~m (6.2.2)

where ~d = (dlnvs, dlnvc, dlnρ) is the data vector; ~m = (dT, dFe, dPv) is
the vector for the unknowns; and Â is the matrix of the partial derivatives.

6.3 Results

In this section we present temperature, iron and perovskite variation ima-
ges produced using wave-speeds and density variation models of Figure
6.2.2 and the sensitivities of Figure 6.2.1. We parametrized laterally with
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Figure 6.2.2: Shear wave-speed (the first two rows), bulk sound speed (the third
and fourth rows) and density (the last two rows) perturbation maps with associated
error-bars at layers 670-1200, 1200-2000, 2000-2891 km. Perturbations are given
in percent with respect to PREM.
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spherical harmonic functions at l = 2, 4, 6 and radially with 3 layers from
the transition zone to the core-mantle boundary. We drew 10000 random
deviates from the probability density functions of the partial derivatives,
dlnvs, dlnvc and dlnρ and then calculated thermo-chemical variations from
equation (6.2.1). Assuming that both seismological data and the partial
derivatives are Gaussian-distributed, temperature and composition anoma-
lies are also Gaussian-shaped and, hence, described by a probability density
function. Therefore, they can be represented by a mean and a standard
error which are mapped in Figure 6.3.1. This figure shows long wavelength
image of lateral variations in temperature and volumetric fraction of iron
and perovskite with associated standard deviation at layers 670-1200, 1200-
2000, 2000-2891 km. Lower than average anomalies of the shear seismic
velocity corresponds to higher than average perovskite and iron content
variations in hotter regions beneath central Pacific ocean and Africa at the
layer 2000-2891 km. Indeed, the upwelling of hot materials, referred to as
super-plumes, are located beneath these provinces (Su & Dziewonski, 1997;
Forte & Mitrovica, 2001; Romanowicz & Gung, 2002). Geodynamic mo-
dels suggest the hypothesis that remaining materials from ancient slabs of
oceanic lithosphere are piled up at the basis of super-plumes (e.g., Chris-
tensen & Hofmann, 1994; McNamara & van Keken, 2000; Nakagawa &
Tackley, 2004). This hypothesis is compatible with a higher content of iron
and perovskite under central Pacific ocean and Africa because such ma-
terial is denser than the surrounding mantle, and perhaps iron-rich (Ohta
et al., 2008).

Although the uncertainty in Figure 6.3.1 takes into account error-bars of
both seismic data and sensitivities, the former are larger than the latter and,
hence, they are dominant in the computation of error-bars of the thermo-
chemical anomaly model. The lateral distribution of the uncertainties is
remarkably uniform at each layer and also between different layers.

The comparison between maps of the present study and those of Tram-
pert et al. (2004), referred here to as TDRY04, is described by Figure 6.3.2.
To build these histograms we generated 10000 random normally distributed
coefficients of dT , dFe and dPv from their pdfs and averaged the spherical
harmonic components to have only the radial part. We then calculated
the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude. Clearly, the RMS amplitude of
our maps (blue histograms of Figure 6.3.2) is twice higher than those of
TDRY04 (red histograms of Figure 6.3.2). The reason of this can be found
in the seismological data. Indeed, comparing images in Figure 6.2.2 and
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the model RT03 is evident a discrepancy in amplitude between them. The
first one is characterized by an amplitude twice higher than the amplitude
of RT03. In spite of this discrepancy in amplitude, the agreement between
images in Figure 6.3.1 and the TDRY04 is relatively good in terms of pat-
tern. Indeed, we can reach the same conclusion of Trampert et al. (2004)
looking at Figure 6.3.3. It shows the correlation coefficient between seismic
variation maps (Figure 6.2.2) and thermo-chemical variation maps (Figure
6.3.1). We built such histograms using the procedure described for Figure
6.3.2. We notice that the correlation between dlnvs and the structure of
temperature and composition is negative at any layer. This means that
shear wave-speed anomalies alone are not sufficient to resolve the tempe-
rature structure in the lower mantle. Other two relevant features are the
high correlation between dlnvc and dPv and between dlnρ and dFe. They
prove the importance of the bulk sound velocity and density variation mo-
dels to constrain the compositional structure. Furthermore, it is a clue on
the chemical origin of seismic heterogeneity in the lower mantle.

6.4 Conclusion

We applied the same approach of Trampert et al. (2004) to image the
thermo-chemical structure of the lower mantle with a different wave-speeds
and density variation model and the same mineral physics data (Trampert
et al., 2001). We used the model of Chapter 5 (CH5) as seismic data.
This has been produced with the same technique applied to the model of
Resovsky & Trampert (2003). The main difference consists of the mea-
surements which have been inverted. Indeed, Resovsky & Trampert (2003)
constructed such a model with normal-modes and surface waves; in CH5
also body wave data were included. However, these measurements did not
increase the depth resolution in the lower mantle. The agreement between
CH5 and RT03 is good in terms of pattern, but the first model has an
amplitude twice higher than the amplitude of RT03 due to the larger space
boundary and higher amplitude data, particularly the normal-mode split-
ting functions.

Such similarities and differences are evident also in the comparison be-
tween the thermo-chemical structure model of TDRY04 and this study.
Indeed, they are characterized by a similar pattern, but with a difference
in amplitude up to a factor of 2. This means that conclusions in Tram-
pert et al. (2004) concerning the correlation between seismological data
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Figure 6.3.2: Normalized probability distribution of the root-mean-square (RMS)
amplitude for the model of Trampert et al. (2004) (red histograms) and the images
of Figure 6.3.1 (blue histograms) at three specific layers of the lower mantle.
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Figure 6.3.3: Normalized probability distributions of the correlation coefficient
between shear (left-hand column), bulk sound seismic velocities (middle column)
and density (right-hand column) variation model of Figure 6.2.2 and the tempe-
rature (blue histograms), iron (red histograms) and perovskite (green histograms)
heterogeneity of this study.
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and thermo-chemical effects and, thus, the possible implications for geody-
namics are fully confirmed here.

In this work the latest experimental results on mantle minerals have
not been taken into account because we worked with the sensitivities of
Trampert et al. (2001). This means that the relatively recent discovery of
perovskite to post-perovskite phase transition at temperature and pressure
conditions of the lowermost mantle (Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov & Ono,
2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004b) has not been included in the partial derivatives
of dlnvs, dlnvc and dlnρ to variations of temperature and composition. This
discovery has opened new possibilities to explain the main features of the
lowermost mantle and so to understand better the mantle’s dynamics and
evolution. Estimating thermo-chemical structures using the latest mineral
physics data and the tomographic model CH5 might determine new features
in the layer just above the core-mantle boundary.
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Summary & Conclusions

Over the past decades, seismic tomography has produced a huge number
of images of the Earth’s interior structure. While much effort has been put
into increasing the vertical and lateral resolution of the images, relatively
little progress has been made towards the quantitative assessment of the
accuracy and the uniqueness of the models. A relatively recent technique in
this direction has been made by Trampert et al. (2004) using probabilistic
tomography. This is based on a Monte Carlo search, the Neighbourhood
Algorithm (NA) developed by Sambridge (1999a,b), with which to solve
the inverse problem. The NA widely explores the whole model space, null
space included. Then, all the information gained from the data within the
parameter space is turned into a probability density function (pdf) for each
model parameter. The representation of seismic constraints as pdfs is the
strength of this technique because we can easily estimate the most likely
value and its standard deviation. Furthermore, the NA allows us to invert
simultaneously for compressional wave-speed, shear wave-speed and density
so that independent models of vp, vs and ρ anomalies with consistent un-
certainty can be constructed. Although the multi-dimensional model space
search is an advantage for the NA, at this time it also represents its major
weakness. Indeed, the efficiency of the NA, and in general of all Monte
Carlo methods, is quickly reduced with increasing the number of unknowns
in the inversion. This problem is known as curse of dimensionality (Cur-
tis & Lomax, 2001) and currently the NA is efficient for a moderate size
of the model space (we find < 30 parameters). So far, probabilistic to-
mography has been successfully applied to normal-mode and surface wave
measurements (Beghein et al., 2002; Beghein & Trampert, 2003; Resovsky

117
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& Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al., 2004; Visser et al., 2008), but not to
body waves due to the computational cost of the NA. The first two datasets
can be easily represented by a function on the sphere which can be locally
inverted for depth; whereas, for body waves this is not straightforward.
Body wave data are generally analysed using ray theory which spans the
3-D Earth simultaneously so that the number of unknowns becomes pro-
hibitive to apply a Monte Carlo search.

The goal of this project was to incorporate body wave measurements
into probabilistic tomography to increase the depth resolution in the lower
mantle. The first problem, therefore, is to derive a uniform formalism for
body waves, surface waves and free oscillations. In Chapter 3 we tested an
approach to build body wave travel-time residual maps as a function of ray
parameter and then invert them for depth in a spherically layered Earth.
It is based on the path-average approximation, typically used for normal-
modes (Woodhouse & Dziewonski, 1984). In this way the inverse problem
of body wave travel-time residuals can be separated in two steps, similar
to surface wave tomography. The first step is the construction of local
two-way vertical travel-time residual maps as a function of ray parameter,
a very well defined inverse problem. These maps are comparable to phase
velocity and splitting function maps as a function of frequency where the
ray parameter has a similar role to frequency. The second step is the depth
inversion of such local maps, less well constrained than the first step but
characterized by a small number of unknowns and, thus, suitable to be
solved by the NA. To test the validity of the path-average approach we
compared it with ray theory in both forward and inverse problem. We
found that the agreement is very good for long wavelength structures. The
weakness of the path-average approach is due to the data coverage. In
practice, maps of local travel-time residuals have to be built for a narrow
range of p to ensure a sufficient ray density and negligible uncertainty. For
this reason it is possible to have local two-way vertical travel-time residual
maps only at certain depth range of the mantle. Due to this limitation,
it is difficult to use this technique for body wave travel-time tomography
alone.

In Chapter 4 the local two-way vertical travel-time residual maps ob-
tained from the path-average approach provide new insight into shear and
compressional velocities heterogeneity in the lowermost mantle between
2441 and 2891 km. We did not solve an explicit depth inversion to con-
struct maps of lateral variations of vp and vs and their corresponding ratio
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at various depths. They clearly show that seismic heterogeneity is driven
by chemical variations near the core-mantle boundary. These strongly sug-
gest the existence of a mixture of perovskite and post-perovskite at 2891
km. Following a robust statistical procedure, lateral variations of dlnvs and
dlnvp can be linked to the corresponding distributions of synthetic chemical
mixtures compatible with the conditions in the lowermost mantle. From
their comparison we define the most suitable composition fitting seismic
data. First results are very promising to make a robust interpretation of
seismic heterogeneity in terms of thermal, chemical and phase contribu-
tions.

In Chapter 5 we implemented body wave data into probabilistic to-
mography to construct independent long wavelength models of compres-
sional, shear, bulk sound wave speeds and density variations, radial pertur-
bations of the core-mantle boundary and 670-km discontinuity. We inverted
two-way vertical travel-time residual maps, normal-mode splitting function
maps and surface wave phase velocity maps locally for depth. We com-
pared images of this study with the model of Resovsky & Trampert (2003)
which has been the first seismic variation model obtained from probabili-
stic tomography. The latter has been constructed without body wave data,
and the surface waves and free oscillations were from Resovsky & Ritz-
woller (1998) and van Heijst et al. (1999), respectively. Our models were
produced inverting body wave data from Ritsema (2008), surface wave
data from Visser et al. (2008) and normal-mode data from Deuss (2009).
Despite the two models are built with different datasets, the agreement be-
tween them is good and the conclusions of Resovsky & Trampert (2003) are
fully confirmed here. This means that the implementation of body wave
data into probabilistic tomography clearly supports the presence of chem-
ical variations to explain the origin of seismic heterogeneity in the lower
mantle. The difficulty to construct the tomographic models in Chapter 5 is
due to the highly dimensional (32-D) model space in which we performed
the search. As mentioned above, when the number of unknowns is too
high the neighbourhood algorithm becomes computationally expensive and
loses efficiency in sampling the parameter space due to the curse of dimen-
sionality. The high dimensionality makes the results strongly dependent
on both the bounds of the model space and the tuning parameters of the
algorithm. This is more evident for density and topography perturbations
because they are, in general, characterized by weaker constraints than those
on compressional and shear wave-speed heterogeneities. Using the concept
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of information gain we clearly showed that the depth resolution is the same
using radial parametrization of 10 spline functions or 5 layers for the entire
mantle. This means that the contribution of body waves, together with
a finer parametrization in the lower mantle, did not improve the depth
resolution. We speculate that this is due to the higher dimensions of the
model space (32 here versus 17 in Resovsky & Trampert (2003)) which is
not sampled efficiently.

The aim of Chapter 6 is to infer thermo-chemical structure combining
tomographic models of Chapter 5 and mineral physics data. The probabili-
stic representation of bulk sound, shear wave-speeds and density variations
achieved from the neighbourhood algorithm is converted into probability
density functions of temperature and compositional variations using the
sensitivities of seismic observables from Trampert et al. (2001). Long wave-
length models of temperature, iron and perovskite variations of Chapter 6
agree with the thermo-chemical model of Trampert et al. (2004), confirming
the importance of bulk sound and density anomalies to resolve the perov-
skite and iron structure. Images of temperature and compositional anoma-
lies in this study were obtained with mineral physics evidences which did
not include the relatively recent discovery of perovskite to post-perovskite
phase transition at pressure and temperature conditions of lowermost man-
tle (Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov & Ono, 2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004a,b).
Chapter 4 suggests that we should use the latest mineral physics data to
interpret the tomographic model of Chapter 5.

The most important findings of this project are evidence for the exis-
tence of post-perovskite near the CMB and the confirmation of the results
previously achieved by the inversion of surface waves and free oscillations
and without the contribution of body waves in the framework of probabi-
listic tomography. However, the current computational resources do not
allow us to solve an inverse problem with a high number of unknowns using
the neighbourhood algorithm.

The further development of probabilistic tomography should consider
the Earth’s structure for the odd degrees. Although shear wave-speed varia-
tion models are dominated by the degree-2 in the lower mantle, including
the low odd degrees, and especially the harmonic degree-3, might intro-
duce new features in imaging velocities and density as well as thermal
and compositional anomalies. Indeed, Bull et al. (2009) showed that the
power spectra of S-wave seismic heterogeneity is characterized by a peak at
the harmonic degree 3 comparing synthetic seismic models produced from
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thermo-chemical models and the tomographic model S20RTS of Ritsema
et al. (1999). Additionally, future work should focus on establishing effi-
cient sampling techniques for highly-dimensional spaces in order to take
the advantage of a fine parametrization throughout the entire mantle.
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Appendix A

List of body wave, surface
wave and normal-mode data

Appendix lists the measurements used in this thesis and described in Chap-
ter 2. In Tables A.0.1 and A.0.2 we show the features (range of the ray
parameter, the number and bottoming depth) of the ray paths used to
construct local travel-time residual maps.

Table A.0.3 specifies the type of Rayleigh surface phase velocity maps
(left-hand side) and spheroidal normal-mode splitting functions (right-hand
side).
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Phase p [s/deg] Paths hbot[km] Phase p [s/deg] Paths hbot[km]

Pdiff 253.0 46090 2891.00 Sdiff 479.0 22049 2891.00
P 255.5 ± 0.5 1275 2866.53 S 497.5 ± 0.5 1245 2756.05
P 256.5 ± 0.5 1403 2850.70 S 498.5 ± 0.5 1802 2746.25
P 257.5 ± 0.5 1470 2848.06 S 499.5 ± 0.5 2830 2741.07
P 258.5 ± 0.5 1707 2826.44 S 523.5 ± 0.5 439 2597.77
P 259.5 ± 0.5 1858 2820.14 S 524.5 ± 0.5 442 2591.78
P 260.5 ± 0.5 2175 2807.64 S 539.5 ± 0.5 475 2510.56
P 261.5 ± 0.5 2531 2791.70 S 540.5 ± 0.5 497 2502.54
P 262.5 ± 0.5 3014 2779.44 S 548.5 ± 0.5 478 2453.28
P 263.5 ± 0.5 3693 2767.84 S 549.5 ± 0.5 452 2447.85
P 264.5 ± 0.5 5661 2749.17 SS 702.5 ± 2.5 1379 1637.14
P 265.5 ± 0.5 5420 2741.24 SS 707.5 ± 2.5 1441 1611.93
P 279.5 ± 0.5 1010 2597.10 SS 712.5 ± 2.5 1507 1578.15
P 280.5 ± 0.5 1061 2590.47 SS 717.5 ± 2.5 1501 1556.70
P 287.5 ± 0.5 1032 2510.60 SS 722.5 ± 2.5 1743 1529.65
P 288.5 ± 0.5 1021 2504.61 SS 727.5 ± 2.5 1786 1494.70
P 294.5 ± 0.5 884 2450.14 SS 732.5 ± 2.5 1763 1485.93
P 295.5 ± 0.5 883 2440.89 SS 737.5 ± 2.5 1789 1464.95

PP 352.5 ± 2.5 1460 1887.91 SS 742.5 ± 2.5 1698 1421.50
PP 357.5 ± 2.5 1701 1851.08 SS 747.5 ± 2.5 1654 1410.64
PP 362.5 ± 2.5 2655 1797.29 SS 752.5 ± 2.5 1724 1395.64
PP 367.5 ± 2.5 5231 1784.56 SS 757.5 ± 2.5 1602 1356.69
PP 372.5 ± 2.5 5858 1735.91 SS 762.5 ± 2.5 1759 1349.54
PP 377.5 ± 2.5 5799 1691.49 SS 767.5 ± 2.5 1829 1312.47
PP 382.5 ± 2.5 5613 1652.56 SS 772.5 ± 2.5 1750 1293.35
PP 387.5 ± 2.5 5790 1595.72 SS 777.5 ± 2.5 1892 1275.34
PP 392.5 ± 2.5 5508 1554.87 SS 782.5 ± 2.5 1786 1239.35
PP 397.5 ± 2.5 5090 1507.13 SS 787.5 ± 2.5 1847 1218.41
PP 402.5 ± 2.5 4949 1483.52 SS 792.5 ± 2.5 2001 1191.31
PP 407.5 ± 2.5 5242 1452.53 SS 797.5 ± 2.5 2105 1187.77
PP 412.5 ± 2.5 5850 1411.41 SS 802.5 ± 2.5 2109 1149.50
PP 417.5 ± 2.5 5963 1374.11 SS 807.5 ± 2.5 2346 1134.80
PP 422.5 ± 2.5 5800 1311.79 SS 812.5 ± 2.5 2922 1122.89
PP 427.5 ± 2.5 6094 1281.86 SS 817.5 ± 2.5 3231 1090.97
PP 432.5 ± 2.5 5613 1237.08 SS 822.5 ± 2.5 3443 1074.61
PP 437.5 ± 2.5 5747 1224.35 SS 827.5 ± 2.5 3439 1053.83
PP 442.5 ± 2.5 6099 1165.93 SS 832.5 ± 2.5 3384 1037.74
PP 447.5 ± 2.5 7207 1131.14 SS 837.5 ± 2.5 3025 1007.40
PP 452.5 ± 2.5 7312 1119.98 SS 842.5 ± 2.5 2641 979.44
PP 457.5 ± 2.5 6792 1089.24 SS 847.5 ± 2.5 2378 959.70
PP 462.5 ± 2.5 5193 1029.09 SS 852.5 ± 2.5 1953 942.52
PP 467.5 ± 2.5 4079 1022.06 SS 857.5 ± 2.5 1911 929.68

Table A.0.1: List of body wave travel-time residual measurements. For each seis-
mic phase the range of the ray parameter, the number of ray paths with ∆p and
their bottoming depth, hbot, are indicated.
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PP 472.5 ± 2.5 4142 973.18 SS 862.5 ± 2.5 1906 916.10
PP 477.5 ± 2.5 3535 958.24 SS 867.5 ± 2.5 1863 891.53
PP 482.5 ± 2.5 2787 925.28 SS 872.5 ± 2.5 1491 866.61
PP 487.5 ± 2.5 2174 894.34 SS 877.5 ± 2.5 1237 843.17
PP 492.5 ± 2.5 2031 855.99 SS 882.5 ± 2.5 1272 824.03
PP 497.5 ± 2.5 2273 818.83 SS 887.5 ± 2.5 1680 803.60
PP 502.5 ± 2.5 3292 794.76 SSS 892.5 ± 2.5 1898 793.03
PP 507.5 ± 2.5 1676 772.82 SSS 882.5 ± 2.5 1424 823.72

SSS 887.5 ± 2.5 2538 811.93
SSS 892.5 ± 2.5 3892 791.48

Table A.0.2: Continued from Table A.0.1.

Surface wave data Normal-mode data

mode T [s] mode T [s] n t l ω [mHz] n t l ω [mHz]

00s051 175.39 00s111 88.64 0 s 03 468.59 0 s 13 2111.63
00s061 151.19 00s127 78.13 0 s 04 646.88 0 s 14 2230.07
00s072 131.10 00s143 69.80 0 s 05 840.01 0 s 15 2345.04
00s084 114.37 00s161 62.30 0 s 06 1037.54 0 s 16 2457.02
00s097 100.39 0 s 07 1231.04 0 s 17 2566.20
01s033 172.52 01s108 69.36 0 s 08 1412.85 0 s 19 2776.15
01s040 148.56 01s124 61.87 0 s 09 1577.55 0 s 20 2877.78
01s048 129.31 01s139 56.17 0 s 12 1989.18 0 s 21 2977.26
01s057 113.72 01s156 50.85 1 s 02 680.24 1 s 07 1654.57
01s068 99.65 01s172 46.69 1 s 03 940.14 1 s 08 1797.93
01s081 87.19 01s188 43.17 1 s 04 1172.99 1 s 09 1961.82
01s094 77.57 01s204 40.14 1 s 05 1370.15 1 s 10 2146.02
02s033 149.27 02s106 61.99 1 s 06 1521.47
02s040 128.63 02s121 56.03 2 s 06 1681.27 2 s 09 2229.28
02s047 113.55 02s137 50.85 2 s 07 1865.24 2 s 10 2403.16
02s056 99.258 02s153 46.59 2 s 08 2049.65 2 s 11 2572.66
02s066 87.71 02s169 43.04 3 s 06 2548.93 3 s 07 2685.90
02s078 77.62 02s185 40.03 4 s 01 1411.75 4 s 04 2278.31
02s091 69.40 4 s 02 1721.58 4 s 05 2411.18
03s058 87.73 03s120 51.06 4 s 03 2048.13
03s068 77.79 03s136 46.81 5 s 03 2168.76 5 s 06 3011.38
03s079 69.38 03s153 43.06 5 s 04 2379.25
03s092 61.80 03s169 40.03
03s105 56.09 03s184 37.52
04s084 61.87 04s137 43.19
04s096 56.07 04s152 40.10
04s109 51.05 04s167 37.49
04s123 46.70

Table A.0.3: List of Rayleigh surface phase velocity data on the left hand-side and
spheroidal normal-mode splitting function measurements on the right hand-side
where the type and the period, or frequency, of a specific mode are indicated.
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Samenvatting (Summary in
Dutch)

Probabilistische tomografie, een relatief nieuwe techniek op het gebied van
seismische tomografie, geeft een kwantitatieve waardering van seismische
modellen. De techniek is gebaseerd op een Monte Carloaanpak en kan
daarom alleen worden toegepast op kleinschalige inversieproblemen. Tot nu
toe is deze techniek alleen toegepast op gegevens van oppervlakte golven en
eigentrillingen. Het doel van dit proefschrift was om ook ruimtegolven in
de inversie mee te nemen om daarmee de diepteresolutie in de ondermantel
te verbeteren.

Als eerste was hiervoor nodig een formalisme te vinden voor efficiënte
parallellisatie van ruimtegolven, oppervlakte golven en eigentrillingen. De
geldigheid van de ’pad-gemiddelde’-benadering is getest om het inversie-
probleem van de ruimtegolven in twee stappen op te delen. De eerste stap
is de constructie van kaarten van looptijdresiduen. De tweede stap is de
diepteinversie van deze kaarten voor een klein aantal parameters zodat het
probleem oplosbaar is met een Monte Carloaanpak.

Kaarten van looptijdsresiduen, fasesnelheden van oppervlakte golven
en ’splitting functions’ van eigentrillingen zijn met behulp van probabilis-
tische tomografie geinverteerd voor modellen van seismische snelheden en
dichtheidsvariaties. Door combinatie van deze tomografische resultaten met
gegevens uit de mineraalfysica, gebruikmakend van twee verschillende prob-
abilistische methodes, zijn vervolgens thermo-chemische structuren in de
ondermantel bepaald.
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